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ALLOWAY, LAWRENCE (editor)
Artists & Photographs. Introductory text by Lawrence Alloway,
and 18 (of 19) multiples, reproductive photographic images,
and artists’ books. In all, 19 (of 20) parts. Sq. folio (ca. 13 x
13 inches). Box, with cover design by Dan Graham. All contents loose within, as issued.
“The present exhibition/catalogue clarifies with a new intensity the uses of photography, in a spectrum that ranges from
documentation to newly-minted works. Some photographs
are evidence of absent works of art, other photographs constitute themselves works of art, and still others serve as documents of documents” (from the introduction).
Contents as follows: Mel Bochner (Misunderstandings);
Christo (Packed Tower—Spoleto); Jan Dibbets (perspective
correction - 5 piles); Dan Graham (Two Parallel Essays);
Douglas Huebler (Location Piece # 2); Allan Kaprow (Pose,
March 22, 1969); Michael Kirby (Pont Neuf); Joseph Kosuth
(Notebook on Water); Sol Lewitt (Schematic Drawing for Muybridge II); Richard Long (Rain Dance); Robert Morris (Continuous Project Altered Daily); Bruce Nauman (LAAIR); Dennis
Oppenheim (Flower Arrangement for Bruce Nauman); Robert
Rauschenberg (Revolver); Ed Ruscha (Babycakes); Robert
Smithson (Torn Photograph from the 2nd Stop [Rubble]);
Benar Venet (Exploited Subjects); Andy Warhol (Portraits).
This portfolio lacks one piece missing in the great majority of
copies, Tom Gormley’s “Red File Cabinet,” of which most
examples were reportedly accidentally destroyed. The
Rauschenberg “Revolver,” a complex plexiglass multiple
which is present here, is rare, only some 200 examples of it
having been produced. Sides of the box lid somewhat worn,
with split at one corner; base of the box bumped at one corner; contents immaculate.
[New York] (Multiples Inc.), 1970.
$13,500.00
2
APOLLINAIRE, GUILLAUME
L’antitradition futuriste. Manifeste-synthèse. Milan, 29 juin
1913. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding). 4to. Self-wraps.
Typographically the most inventive of Futurist manifestos, in
which Apollinaire endorses the new order (which up to then
he was inclined to disparage), placing himself in the international Futurist cadre, along with Picasso, Matisse, Roger Fry,
Kandinsky, Stravinsky, Duchamp, Léger, Cendrars, and others. “Soffici had already formed sound contacts abroad,
notably with Apollinaire and Picasso, but during the period of
Futurist co-operation the foreign contributions increased in
Marinetti’s international spirit.... These writings, like Apollinaire’s poems, were all published in the original French, but
an exception was made for Apollinaire’s ‘Futurist Anti-Tradition,’ presumably so that none of the impact of his accolades
of ROSES to Futurists and MERDE to passéist academics
would be lost” (Tisdall). A few little touches of foxing; a fine,
crisp copy.
Milan (Direction du Mouvement Futuriste), 1913. $1,600.00
Salaris p. 83; Lista p. 122ff; Scrivo 32; Tisdall p. 168f.; Taylor
pp.122, 140
3
(APOLLINAIRE)
Paris. Madame Bongard. Peintures de Léopold Survage.
Dessins et aquarelles d’Irène Lagut. Première exposition des
“Soirées de Paris.” Catalogue avec deux préfaces de Guillaume Apollinaire. (8)pp. (single sheet, gatefold, printed on
both sides). As folded, 280 x 190 mm. (11 x 7 1/2). 12 calligrams, printed in facsimile after drawings by Apollinaire.
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4to. Self-wraps. The catalogue of the first exhibition of
“Soirées de Paris,” for which Apollinaire furnished, in addition
to his prefaces on the artists, a folding galaxy of twelve calligrams, never before published and among them a few of his
most famous: a pince-nez, a clock, a prancing horse. A fresh
example.
Paris, 1917.
$3,750.00
4
(ARP) Tzara, Tristan
Vingt-cinq poèmes. H arp: dix gravures sur bois. 52pp. 11
original woodcuts by Arp, printed in black (8 full-page hors
texte; 1 repeat). Sm. 8vo. Orig. wraps., bearing an additional
woodcut by Arp printed on a gold foil panel mounted on front
cover (repeat).
Arp’s woodcuts for “Vingt-cinq poèmes,” like those for
Huelsenbeck’s “Phantastische Gebete,” show the darker
range of feeling his work was capable of, brooding and at
times even sinister, as well as its more familiar facetiousness.
The formal resemblance to Kandinsky’s headpieces in “Über
das Geistige in der Kunst,” is unmistakable. “In 1917, there is
a dramatic shift in Arp’s work first seen in ten woodcuts he
made for Tzara’s ‘Ving-cinq poèmes.’ Moving away from the
systematic structure of the grid, the free-form shapes in these
images have a certain organic quality, suggesting indeterminate natural forms fixed in a moment of flux. The change
seems to have occurred in Ascona, where Arp, Ball and
Janco all went frequently to visit Arthur Segal, Viking
Eggeling, Laban, and other colleagues, and was inspired by
Arp’s encounter with the natural environment there” (Leah
Dickerman, in the Washington catalogue). Cover panel slightly rubbed; a very fine, fresh copy.
Zürich (Collection dada), 1918.
$15,000.00
Rolandseck 6; Arntz 16-25; Hagenbach 46; Dada in Zürich
82; Almanacco Dada p. 593; Gershman p. 44; Sanouillet 193;
Motherwell/Karpel 416; Dada Artifacts 19; Verkauf p. 105;
Düsseldorf 108; Zürich 350; Pompidou: Dada 1310, illus. pp.
270, 699, 963f.; Washington: Dada, p. 37, pl. 8; Berggruen
Tzara-Bibliography 2;The Artist and the Book 2; Castleman p.
177; Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950
(New York, 2002), p. 128, illus. 135
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BAUGNIET, MARCEL-LOUIS
Advertising tract for Ateliers Fulgura. Mailing card, printed on
pale yellow stock (verso blank). 140 x 180 mm. (5 1/2 x 7 1/8
inches). By the versatile Belgian Constructivist painter and
designer (1896-1995), contributor to “7 Arts” and creator of
tubular furniture, and costumes, decors and posters for the
theatre. Here, at left, his elaborate letterhead advertisement;
at right a credo concerning the just design of posters, set out
in “Coup de dés”-like typography: “L’affiche est un/ CRI/ jeté
à l’oreille du passant.” Unobtrusive wear on the verso.
Bruxelles, n.d..
$475.00
Cf. Fierens, Paul: Marcel Baugniet (Bruxelles, 1942);
DyprÚau, Jean. & Langui, Emile: Marcel-Louis Baugniet
(Bruxelles, 1980)
8
(BOCCIONI) [Milano] Galleria Centrale d’Arte
Grande esposizione Boccioni, pittore e scultore futurista. 28
dicembre 1916 al 14 gennaio 1917. Catalogo con scritti di
Boccioni e prefazione di Marinetti. 58pp. 24 full-page halftone
plates. Lrg. 8vo. Self-wraps., printed in red. Glassine d.j. The
monumental memorial exhibition, organized by a committee
including Marinetti, Balla, Pratella and Carrà. The catalogue
includes an introduction by Marinetti, the full text of Boccioni’s
“Il dinamismo plastico,” and press tributes by Oppo, Renato
Simoni, Massimo Bontempelli, and Notari. Checklist of 448
works. Light wear.
[Milano] 1916.
$950.00
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(ARP) Goll, Iwan
Die siebente Rose. [Umschlagzeichnungen von Hans Arp.]
(Sammlung Poesie.) (16)pp. (single sheet, folded and stapled). Cover design by Hans Arp, printed in black. Dec. selfwraps. Partly unopened. Glassine d.j. A plaquette of fourteen
poems by Goll, to which Arp contributed a striking cover
design of an abstracted human figure. Arp designed related
covers for the Sammlung Poesie in the same year (“Konfiguration,” a pamphlet of his own verse) and for the Librairie Fischbacher (for Jan Brzekowski’s “Kilométrage de la peinture
contemporaine, 1908-1930”). All are rare. This copy is signed
in pen by Arp at the end. A few small mends to the cover.
Paris (Verlag Poesie & Co.) [1930].
$1,500.00
Hagenbach 78; Rolandseck 99; Wilpert-Gühring II.50

9
BONETTI, UBERTO
Aeroritratto di Marinetti. 270 x 180 mm. (10 5/8 x 7 1/8 inches). Pencil on cream wove stock. Initialled and dated ‘30 at
the lower edge of the composition.
This aeropittura portrait of Marinetti summons him up as a
sort of cyclone of jet streams of planes circling high in the air,

6
(BALLA) Roma. Casa d’Arte Bragaglia
Le più recenti opere del pittore futurista Giacomo Balla. I disegni qui riprodotti hanno relazione con i quadri esposti. [Invito.... Mostra del pittore futurista Balla. Dal 4 al 31 ottobre
1918.] (20)pp. 9 illustrations from drawings by Balla, printed
in brown. Grey wove self-wraps., printed in black.
Balla’s “Manifesto del colore” precedes a checklist of 40
exhibited items. “I disegni qui riprodotti hanno relazione con i
quadri esposti.” These drawings include “Auto-ritrattostatod’animo,” “L’Italia Nuova L’Italia Futurista,” “Estate,” “ForzePaesaggio,” “Colpo di Fucile,” “Primavera,” “Lampada,” and
“Rumori salita di scale.” A fine copy. Very rare.
Roma, 1918.
$3,500.00
Lista, Giovanni: Balla (Modena, 1982), p. 487
2
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as he gazes down pensively at the landscape, his cigarette
smoke mingling with the vortex. The Futurist painter Uberto
Bonetti (Viareggio 1909-1993) first met Marinetti in this year,
shortly after the publication of Marinetti’s and Mino Somenzi’s
manifesto “Aeropittura futurista” (1929), which gave new
impetus to the genre. Faint horizontal foldline.
N.p., 1930.
$4,500.00
Cf. Giorgetti, Claudio: Uberto Bonetti: Il futurismo ed altre
passioni (Lucca, 2004); Barbato, Chiara & Vittori, Massimiliano: Uberto Bonetti: aeropittore delle città di fondazione
(Latina, 2005)
10
(BONNARD) Terrasse, Claude
Petit solfège illustré. Illustrations de Pierre Bonnard. Deuxième mille. (2), 30, (2)pp. 30 compositions by Bonnard, mostly printed in colors, integrated with and surrounding the texts

and musical passages. Oblong 4to. Publisher’s dec. boards,
1/4 cloth, with full-cover illustrations by Bonnard on both front
and back.
One of Bonnard’s earliest and most charming publications, a
primer in musical notation for children, by his brother-in-law
Claude Terrasse. The layout and illustration reflect the influence of Boutet de Monvel, among other things. “I have to
think of the decorators of ancient missals, or of the art that the
Japanese put into the decoration of encyclopedic dictionaries
to give myself some courage,” he wrote to Vuillard in 1891,
during the creation of the book. In all, 2,000 copies were printed, in two issues of 1,000 copies; this example from the second. Covers a trifle worn; a nice copy.
Paris (Ancienne Maison Quantin/Librairies-Imprimeries Réunies) [1893].
$6,000.00
Terrasse 6; Basel 27; Chapon p. 65; Söderberg p. 138; Turn
of a Century 56; Carteret IV.77
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BRETON, ANDRÉ
Manifeste du surréalisme. Poisson soluble. 190, (4)pp. Publisher’s orange wraps. (light wear at backstrip). Uncut. The
rare first edition. “The birth certificate of Surrealism was made
out at the end of 1924, when André Breton published his
‘Manifeste du Surréalism’” (Marcel Jean). The word itself,
however, had been in circulation for several years, accumulating a number of different meanings, and Breton’s manifesto
was an attempt to codify and clarify these, emphasizing “pure
psychic automatism.” A fine unopened copy, designated
“S.P.” on the front cover.
Paris (Éditions du Sagittaire, chez Simon Kra), 1924.
$1,500.00
Sheringham Aa99; Pompidou: Breton p. 172; Gershman p. 7;
Sanouillet 41; Rubin 454; Jean: Autobiography p. 117ff.;
Milano p. 649
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BRETON, ANDRÉ
Situation du surréalisme entre les deux guerres. Discours aux
étudiants français de l’Université de Yale, 10 décembre 1942.
17ff. Mimeographed typescript. 4to. Wraps. Glassine d.j.
The very rare clandestine edition, mimeographed in a small
edition (strewn with errors and repudiated by Breton, according to Sheringham). The text was first published in “VVV” No.
2/3 (March 1943), but did not come out as a book until 1945
(Paris: Éditions de la Revue Fontaine). “It is an important text,
in that, first of all, it lucidly sets forth the origins in the First
World War of the Surrealist antiwar stance, and secondly in
that it offers a view, certainly novel in the United States at the
time, of the debasement of language as partly responsible for
the present world in chaos. ... [Breton] may have been
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regarded in New Haven as just one more guest speaker, but
his lecture was considered sufficiently important abroad to
have been published in the review ‘Fontaine,’ directed by Max
Pol Fouchet, printed in Algeria and circulated in Vichy France.
The only public lecture by Breton during his stay in the United States, an indication perhaps of the relative lack of interest
in literary Surrealism, was regarded as a significant event in
the annals of Surrealism” (Sawin). A fine copy. Very rare.
[N.p., 1945?]
$1,500.00
Sheringham Aa368 (1945); Pompidou: Breton p. 352; cf.
Gershman p. 9; Sawin, Martica: Surrealism in Exile and the
Beginning of the New York School (Cambridge, 1995), p.
244ff.
13
BRETON, ANDRÉ
Ode à Charles Fourier. (Collection “L’Age d’Or.”) 41, (7)pp.
Illustrations and typographical ornaments throughout, printed
in black (some after ink drawings in pen or brush). 4to. Dec.
wraps. All contents loose, as issued. Édition de tête: one of
25 roman-numeralled copies on vergé de Hollande, of 30
accompanied by an original lithograph by Frederick
Kiesler, hand-colored by Kiesler in chartreuse watercolor
and calligraphically completed in turquoise ink by Breton, signed by both (all as issued), from the limited edition
of 1025 in all, “dessiné à New-York par Frederick J. Kiesler.”
320 x 477 mm. (13 5/8 x 18 3/4 inches), folded as issued.
One of the most innovative and important publications of the
postwar Paris/New York surrealist axis. In the course of its
design, Breton himself, writing to Kiesler, suggested the value
of adding the lithograph/manuscript to the deluxe edition.
“Comme je persiste à croire que le poème est appelé à un
grand retentissement et que la présentation que vous en

9

avez assurée en fera en outre une grande curiosité bibliographique, je souhaite ardemment que l’on puisse joindre à
chacun des ces exemplaires en Hollande, au nombre de 25,
un document hors-texte qui les fasse passionnément
rechercher” (December 1946).
In the lithograph for this copy, the hand-written Breton text, a
passage from the text calligraphed in curves and lines within
the image, reads: “Filtrant la soif de mieux-être et la maintenant/ à l’abri/ de ce qui pourrait la rendre/ moins pure/ André
Breton.” When folded, a pencilled inscription is revealed on
the verso: “Entre le mirage atomique et l’image de Fourier.” A
fine copy. Very rare.
Paris (Éditions de la Revue Fontaine), 1947.
$6,500.00
Sheringham Aa381; Pompidou: Breton p. 395; Gershman p.
9; Ades 17.47; Biro/Passeron 455, p. 171; Jean: Autobiography p. 403ff.; Reynolds p. 18
BRETON: see also item no. 73
14
(CARRA, CARLO)
“Sintesi della guerra mondiale. Glorifichiamo questa guerra,
che per noi è rivoluzione per la libertà; mentre per i tedeschi
rappresenta una grande spanciata da corvi e da iene.” (In: “Il
Montello. Quindicinale dei soldati del Medio Piave.” No. 1, 20
settembre 1918. ) Graphic manifesto, printed in red and
green, with text in black. 175 x 295 mm. (ca. 6 3/4 x 11 1/2
inches). Tabloid folio.
This is an adaptation, newly politicized and now in brilliant
color, of Carrà’s famous typographic manifesto “Sintesi futurista della guerra” of 1914. The new version preserves almost
identically the text and layout of the original composition, but
alters the title and a few central elements of the text, so that

13
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instead of being a broadside proclamation of the Futurist
movement (“Futurismo contro Passsatismo. 8 popoli-poeti
contro i loro critici pedanti”), it is now purely a statement of
political propaganda (“Libertà contro Barbarie. Tutti i popolipoeti contro i loro critici pedanti”). No one at the time would
have failed to recognize the unmistakable Futurist character
of this parole in libertà construction, but no acknowledgment
is made of the original, and no credit given here to Carrà.
The first version, composed in September 1914, was jointly
signed by Carrà, Marinetti, Boccioni, Russolo and Piatti. “This
was a patriotic and witty line-up of the eight ‘poet-peoples’
against their pedantic critics, the Austrians and Germans. All
the enemy can offer is brutality, heaviness, the constipation of
industrial cheapjacks, bigotry, papalism and spying—no
match for Italy with ‘all the strength and all the weakness of
genius,’ or England and her ‘practical spirit, sense of duty,
commercial honesty and respect of the individual’”
(Tisdall/Bozzola).
Unique among Futurist manifesti in its poster-styled design,
this composition may well have been (as we would not be the
first to point out) a pivotal source of El Lissitzky’s famous “Beat
the Whites with the Red Wedge.” What is especially remarkable about this rare 1918 version is the addition of color, which
makes even more vivid and persuasive the possibility that

Carrà’s composition was a direct influence on Lissitzky’s
design. “Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge,” demonstrating in colors and shapes and shapes the coming victory of the
Bolshevik Reds over Kerenski’s Whites, was conceived
sometime between May and November of 1920.
Four issues in all were printed of the review “Il Montello,”
directed and edited by Enrico Borioli, Masimo Bontempelli
and Mario Sironi, this one with numerous illustrations in color
by Sironi. A little light wear, generally in fine condition.
Milano (Studio Editoriale Lombrado), 1918.
$2,500.00
Salaris p. 105; Salaris, Claudia: Storia del Futurismo (Roma,
1992), p. 78f. (illus.); Cammarota, Domenico: Futurismo: Bibliografia di 500 scrittori italiani (Trento/Milano, 2006), 58;
Benzi, Fabio & Sironi, Andrea: Sironi illustratore. Catalogo
ragionato (Roma, 1988), p. 38f., plates xvii—xix
15
CENTRES D’ACTION SURRÉALISTE
Jeu de quatre cartes postales surréalistes. Cartes à jouer du
Quatre Vingt et Un. Complete set of 4 cards printed on lilac,
green, blue, and off-white wove stock. 105 x 133 mm. (4 1/4
x 5 1/4 inches). Oblong 8vo. Issued in July 1943, during the
German occupation, by the different Centres d’Action Surréaliste: Paris (directed by Noël Arnaud), the Zone Nord
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(André Stil) and the Zone Sud (Pierre Minne). On the front of
the cards, some now famous dicta: “Si vous n’êtes pas curé,
général ou bête, vous serez Surréaliste,” “Déboutonnez votre
cerveau aussi souvent que votre braguette,” “Si vous aimez
l’amour vous aimerez le Surréalisme.” On the versos, poems
by Arnaud, Stil, Boris Rybak and Marc Patin.
N.p. [1943]
$750.00
16
CHRISTIAN
Étages des nombres/ Ordre de grandeur. Original drawing, in
pencil on vellum graph paper printed in orange (Canson &
Montgolfier), with 8 lines of manuscript text in black ink below.
Signed by Christian (in blue) at lower right. 216 x 277 mm.
(ca. 8 1/2 x 10 7/8 inches). Matted together with this, a typed
transcription of the text above, initialled by Christian at the
conclusion. 80 x 200 mm. (ca. 3 1/8 x 7 7/8 inches).
A mathematical abstraction by the Dada writer and artist
Christian (born Georges Herbiet, Antwerp 1895 - Paris 1969).
Close to Picabia, Jean Crotti and Suzanne Duchamp, Christian was intimately involved in the publication of a number of
Dada reviews, contributing to “391” and “Le Pilhaou-Thibaou,”
as well as to “Action,” “L’esprit nouveau” and the special Dada
issue of “Ca ira”; in 1922, he also published the sole issue of
Picabia’s “La pomme de pins” and Pierre de Massot’s “De
Mallarmé à ‘391’” (for which he wrote the preface) from SaintRaphaël in the south of France, where he had moved in 1920,
opening a bookstore.
The Pompidou “Dada” catalogue devotes a chapter to Christian’s work, featuring three similar esoteric drawings on graph
paper, dated 1923-1925. All of these diagrams were made in
conjunction with a aesthetic treatise on harmony which occupied him for many years, and was never completed. “Vers
1923, il travaille à un ‘Traité d’harmonie,’ un système d’esthétique globale à visée scientifique, dont il reste des études
sous formes de diagrammes. Il s’essaie également à la
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peinture figurative; quelques-unes de ses toiles sont publiées par ‘The Little Review’ en 1922. Mais l’oeuvre de Christian est rare, l’artiste ayant été peu productif” (Nathalie
Ernoult). Pinholes at one corner; fine condition.
N.p., n.d.
$6,500.00
Cf. Lista, Giovanni: Dada libertin & libertaire (Paris, 2005), p.
220; Pompidou: Dada p. 216f. (text by Nathalie Ernoult, with
5 illus.)
17
CLAUDEL, PAUL
L’homme et son désir. Handmade leporello (album folded à
la japonaise) of 7 double-sided panels. Lrg. 4to. Dimensions
closed: 295 x 238 mm. (11 1/2 x 9 3/8 inches); fully extended: 1677 mm. (56 7/8 inches). Stiff semi-gloss soft white
paper, hand-cut to expose a backing of heavy royal blue
pochoir stock, mounted on bristol board; the separate panels
connected beneath the backing with linen hinges. The album
carries mounted panels of text, handwritten personally by
Paul Claudel (blue ink on cream-colored paper; 10 panels in
all, of varying sizes and shapes); and cut-out designs by
Audrey Parr of nude and clothed dancers, of plain stock set
against the blue reserve, with hand-drawn ornamental additions by Parr in blue ink. The entire verso of the leporello is
a brilliant semi-abstract collage by Hélène Hoppenot of black
cut-out figures (with sashes and musical instruments in gold
foil appliqués) set against a reserve of plain commercial
music paper (ruled in staves),with geometricized hand-cut
black musical notes forming the score of the work. Chemise,
handmade of blue pochoir paper over boards, with brilliant
gold and black foil panels within each cover; blue, black and
gold cloth ties. Handwritten justification panel mounted opposite the title, “Exemplaire XVII,” of an unstated edition. At the
conclusion of the text, the following statement in Claudel’s
hand: “La musique de ce Poëme Plastique a été composé
par m. DARIUS MILHAUD. Les dessins et découpages sont
l’oeuvre sur l’indications de l’auteur de Madame AUDREY
PARR.” Darius Milhaud, in his “Études” of 1927, gives the following account of the genesis of his and Paul Claudel’s ballet “L’homme et son désir”:
“In 1917, Claudel was named French minister to Brazil, and
took me with him as secretary. We passed two years in this
marvelous country, under the spell of the tropical forest. It
was at this time that we conceived the ballet ‘L’homme et son
désir.’ The Ballets Russes gave a performance in Rio: this
was to be one of the last occasions on which Nijinsky
danced, and it was with him in mind that Claudel wrote his
‘Poëme plastique.’ “Few works gave us so much amusement
to construct. In this great solitude, a month’s post from
Europe, we had the time to develop and refine with complete
pleasure a work which became for us a kind of plaything.
While I was writing my score, Claudel devised its choreography in the smallest detail at the home of our friend Mrs.
Audrey Parr, who, following Claudel’s instructions, made our
scenery. She had a charming place in Pétropolis where we
would pass the weekends to escape the heat of the tropical
summer. There she constructed a miniature theatre which
rested on a table, and made the different stages on which the
tragic action of the ballet was to unfold. At the highest level
were the Hours; beneath that, the Moon and the Clouds; in
the middle the Drama itself—Man and the Forest, a drama of
the night, of the dream, of remembrance and of love; and
last, the reflections of the moon and of the clouds. We cut the
characters in little figures 15 centimeters high out of colored
papers and it was thus that we put together our ballet. It was
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performed in 1921 in Paris by the Swedish Ballet and later in
Vienna and in Dresden by the École de Hellerau.”
Shortly after the construction of this miniature theatre, a little
maquette was fashioned by Claudel and his friends, in two
versions which were described by Henri Hoppenot in his
introduction to the Claudel-Milhaud correspondence:”[Une]
maquette du programme, qui [renfermait] l’argument du Ballet, la description de sa choréographie, des croquis des
danseurs, dans les positions souvent irréalisables imaginées
par Claudel. Il en calligraphia lui-même le texte; les dessins
étaient de Margotine [Audrey Parr]; Hélène [Hoppenot’s wife,
the distinguished photographer] se chargea des
découpages, des collages et de la reliure. L’édition fut limitée
a trois exemplaires, justifiées par Claudel lui-même au nom
de Darius et a celui de ma femme.”
According to the Claudel bibliographers Benoist-Méchin and
Georges Blaizot, these three copies then served as maquettes for an edition of fifty handmade copies, all with the text
handwritten by Claudel himself, of which the present example is one. That the entire edition can actually have been
realized (and that its distribution was handled by the Nouvelle Revue Française in Paris, as the bibliographers indicate) may leave room for wonder. (There was also a subsequent edition in a miniature 18mo format, photographically
made by Hoppenot in an edition of seven copies, in the same
year.)
Aside from its place in the history of modernist literature,
music and dance, this maquette is of real intrinsic for its
own graphic design, whose blue-and-white cut-outs anticipate to a remarkable extent those of Matisse some thirty
years later. The format of the work lends itself ideally to
double-sided display.
This copy has a presentation inscription “à Alix du Paty de
Clam, son vieil ami, P. Claudel, Paris, 29 mars 1936.” It is in
a very fine state of conservation, the color bright and fresh.
[Pétropolis/ Paris (Nouvelle Revue Française?), 1917]
$20,000.00
Benoist-Méchin & Blaizot, Georges: Bibliographie des oeuvres
de Paul Claudel (Paris, 1931), no.26; Correspondance Paul
Claudel - Darius Milhaud, 1912-1953. Préface de Henri Hoppenot, introduction et notes de Jacques Petit. Paris, 1961.
SEE COVER
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(CLEMENTE) Ginsberg, Allen
White Shroud. (32)pp. Original color silkscreen by Clemente
(frontispiece). Prof. illus. (largely in color). Folio. Dec. cloth
gilt. One of 1111 numbered copies, printed and handbound in
hand-woven cloth, published in conjunction with the
Francesco Clemente exhibition at the Kunsthalle Basel, MayJune 1984. A collaborative artists’ book, the manuscript text
hand-written by Ginsberg within elaborate watercolor illuminations by Clemente.
Madras (Kalakshetra Publications Press), 1983.
$400.00
Manet to Hockney 166
19
CLEVELAND. WM. TAYLOR SON & CO.
Exhibition of Cubist Paintings Imported from Paris. (8)pp. 2
halftone illus. (“Figure of Woman Sitting” by Gustave Miklos,
on the front cover, and Léger’s “Essai de trois portraits,” on
the back cover). Self-wraps., stapled as issued. Introductory
text, “The Thought in Cubism,” by H. G. Keller, and catalogue
of 10 pictures, each with commentary: paintings by Pierre
Dumont, Fernand Léger (2), A. de Rismarky, “Marcel
Duchamps, known as ‘Jacques Villon,’” Jean Metzinger (2),
Albert Gleizes (2) and Gustave Miklos.
A remarkable survival, this catalogue, of which we have been
able to locate no copy in institutional hands, documents an
exhibition of European modernist paintings held in a Cleveland department store in June 1913, just a few weeks after the
close of the Armory Show at its third and final installation, in
Boston, on May 19. Henry G. Keller (1870-1949), the painter
who wrote the introduction and may well have organized the
exhibit, had himself shown two paintings at the Armory Show
through the agency of his friend Walt Kuhn, and had helped
Kuhn promote the Armory Show in the midwest (Kuhn having
sent him fifty posters “to spread all over town”). As strange in
its pronouncements as it is odd in its selection, the text and
catalogue capture the aura of mysticism, and mystification,
that surrounded the new art like a cloud of incense. “Cubism
is a metaphysical art and mass-mystification is its basis.
Mass-mystification carried to its limit becomes the law of the
arbitrary, a paradox of consistent inconsistency. Cubism in the
hands of its inventor and greatest exponent becomes an
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attempt to dematerialize the world of matter. In its final
essence it reduces sensation to a hypnotic spell. Paul
Cézanne produced the unstatic picture with its harassing perspective. Picasso took up this feature, droppped all perspective, and carried the picture to mass-mystification and its
emotion of volume. The emotion of volume is more than a
delineation of a compact monumental whole. It is the volume
of the spiritual significance of things....”
“Exhibit ‘E’: ‘Nature Morte’—(Study of Still Life). Carafe and
other objects, as seen through a prism—by Marcel
Duchamps, known as ‘Jacques Villon.’ He is one of the leaders of the new school of Scientific Cubists, which is competing against the other schools, called Physical Cubist and the
Orphanique Cubisme.” The very long entry for “Exhibit A,”
Pierre Dumont’s “Cathédral de Rouen,” consists of a statement from the artist, who was, in fact, an old friend of
Duchamp’s from Rouen, the founder of the Société Normande de Peinture Moderne, and the person who introduced
Duchamp to Picabia in 1911.
Cleveland, 1913.
$3,000.00
20
DADA. NO. 7: DADAPHONE
Editor: Tristan Tzara. (8)pp. 10 illus. (halftone photographs).
4to. Self-wraps., stapled as issued, with front cover design by
Picabia. Contributions by Tzara, Picabia (“Manifeste Cannibale Dada”), Breton, Éluard, Ribemont-Dessaignes,
Soupault, Cocteau, Dermée, Aragon, Arnauld, Evola and others.
The penultimate issue of “Dada,” brought out by Tzara in
March 1920, at a moment of inspired Dada activity in Paris,
just before the Manifestation Dada at the Maison de l’Oeuvre
(March 27), the first appearance of “Cannibale” (April), the
Festival Dada at the Salle Gaveau (May). Reminiscent of
“391” and with a strong Parisian bias along “Littérature” lines
(like “Dada” 6), “Dadaphone”‘s visual interest is mostly in its
insistent typographic density, rather than its illustration—
though it does include a beautiful abstract Schadograph, purporting to show Arp and Serner in the Royal Crocodarium in
London, as well as the spiralingly zany Picabia drawing on the
front cover.
A remarkable copy including an example of the broadside

“Manifestation Dada,” designed by Tristan Tzara, originally stapled in the middle of the issue, as is sometimes found.
A great succès de scandale, the Manifestation Dada was the
third, and most elaborate, of three Dada demonstrations after
the arrival of Tzara in Paris, precipitating plans for the Festival Dada. This broadside handbill, printed on pink stock, with
red mechanomorphic line drawings by Picabia superimposed
over the text, is one of the best ephemera of Paris Dada, and
among the rarest. In addition to providing a complete program
of the performances (works by Dermée, Ribemont-Dessaignes, Picabia, Aragon, Breton and Soupault, Éluard, Tzara
and others), it carries advertisements for the forthcoming
“Dadaphone,” “391” no. 12, and “Proverbe,” printed sideways
at the right edge, printed in red.Oblong sm. folio. 266 x 373
mm. (10 7/16 x 14 11/16 inches).
Both the issue and the broadside show a horizontal foldline at
the center from mailing, indicated by the remnant of a cancelled postage stamp on the front cover of the review, above
the title. The issue itself is soiled, particularly on the cover,
with some intermittent staining; the broadside bears two small
rust stains and little losses at the site of the staples (now lacking), but is otherwise well preserved, the pink tone of the
paper fairly strong. A remarkable ensemble.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1920.
$13,500.00
For “Dadaphone:” Dada Global 174; Ades p. 65; Almanacco
Dada 32; Gershman p. 49; Admussen 70; Chevrefils Desbiolles p. 284; Sanouillet 226; Motherwell/Karpel 66; Rubin 462;
Verkauf p. 178; Reynolds p. 110; Dada Artifacts 118; Zürich
374; Pompidou: Dada 1363, illus. p. 315; Washington: Dada
pl. 363; For “Manifestation Dada:” Documents Dada 14; Dada
Global 226; Ades 8.42;Almanacco Dada p. 607 (illus.);
Sanouillet 318; Dada Artifacts 115; Motherwell/Karpel p. 176f.
(with text from Georges Hugnet), p. 191 (illus.); Chapon p.
132; Rubin p. 458; Andel: Avant-Garde Page Design 19001950 no. 141; Düsseldorf 258; Zürich 441; Pompidou: Dada
1472, illus. p. 738, 770
21
(DADA MANIFESTO)
Dada soulève tout. [Dated:] Paris, 12 janvier 1921. [Signed:]
E. Varèse, Tr. Tzara, Ph. Soupault, Soubeyran, J. Rigaut, G.
Ribemont-Dessaignes, Man Ray, F. Picabia, B. Péret, C.
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Pansaers, R. Huelsenbeck, J. Evola, M. Ernst, P. Eluard, Suz.
Duchamp, M. Duchamp, Crotti, G. Cantarelli, Marg. Buffet,
Gab. Buffet, A. Breton, Baargeld, Arp, W.C. Arensberg, L.
Aragon. Handbill manifesto. Single sheet, printed on both
sides in bold dada typography, designed by Picabia, Soupault
and other collaborators. 275 x 210 mm. (ca. 10 3/4 x 8 1/4
inches).
Issued at the time of Marinetti’s lecture on “Tactilism,” which
this group attacked, as they did all art formulas, as absurd.
“DADA connaît tout. DADA crache tout. MAIS........Dada vous
a-t-il jamais parlé de l’Italie, des accordéons, des pantalons
de femmes, de la patrie, des sardines.... JAMAIS JAMAIS
JAMAIS. DADA ne parle pas. DADA n’est pas d’idée fixe.
DADA n’attrape pas les mouches.... Si vous avez des idées
sérieuses sur la vie, si vous faites des découvertes artistiques, et si tout d’un coup votre tête se met à crépiter de rire,
si vous trouvez vos idées inutiles et ridicules, sachez que
C’EST DADA QUI COMMENCE A VOUS PARLER.” Eloquent,
belligerent and extremely funny, it is one of the movement’s
best collective statements. It is given its own chapter in the
Pompidou “Dada” catalogue: two full pages of reproduction,
completely without commentary. A fine copy, crisp and clean.
Paris, 1921.
$3,750.00
Dada Global 234; Ades 8.45; Almanacco Dada, illus. p. 620;
Gershman p. 56; Sanouillet 271; Documents Dada 26; Motherwell/Karpel 33, p. 182, illus. pp. 182, 190; Verkauf p. 100;
Tendenzen 3.122; Dada Artifacts 128; Düsseldorf 260; Zürich
447; Pompidou: Dada 1526, illus. pp. 326f., 704
22
(DADA MANIFESTO)
Excursions & visites dada. 1ère visite: Eglise Saint Julien le
Pauvre. Jeudi 14 avril à 3 h. [1921]. Single sheet of blue wove

stock, printed in blue and black on recto only. 315 x 267 mm.
(12 3/8 x 10 1/2 inches). Typography by Tristan Tzara.
The central text of the handbill, ascribable to Andé Breton,
explains that “The Dadaists passing through Paris, wishing to
remedy the incompetence of suspect guides and cicerones,
have decided to organize a series of visits to selected spots,
particularly those which really have no reason for existing.....”
this first excursion did in fact take place, but it rained, and
hardly anyone came. As George Hugnet later recalled “In
itself, this demonstration, which took place at three o’clock on
April 14, almost exlusively under the influence of André Breton, who was keenly sensitive to the outward effect of monuments and localities, proved, more than anything, demoralizing. It consisted of only a few individuals, almost improvised
acts; one of the ‘numbers,’ perhaps the most successful
(which does not mean much), was a tour conducted through
the churchyard, stopping here and there to read definitions
taken at random from a big dictionary.... The result was what
followed every Dada demonstration: collective nervous
depression.”
“Par la variété des fontes, la réparition des volumes encrés, le
jeu des couleurs, ce document constitue une des plus
heureuses réussites de la typographie dadaïste” (Sanouillet). A
quite exceptional copy, with extra-wide margins at left and
bottom, measuring 315 x 267 mm. (Poupard-Lieussou and
Sanouillet record 280 x 220 mm.); unobtrusive foldlines; in fresh
state, the fugitive blue background still substantially bright.
Paris, 1921.
$2,250.00
Documents Dada 28; Dada Global 235; Almanacco Dada p.
624; Ades 8.46; Sanouillet 279, p. 244ff.; Motherwell-Karpel
p. 114ff.; Richter p. 183f.; Rubin p. 459; Dada Artifacts 129;
Düsseldorf 253; Zürich 449; Pompidou: Dada 1524, illus.
pp.714, 858; Washington: Dada illus 6.2
23
(DUBUFFET) Paris. Galerie René Drouin
Les gens sont bien plus beaux qu’ils croient. Vive leur vraie
figure. Portraits. A ressemblance extraite, à ressemblance
cuite et confite dans la mémoire, à ressemblance éclatée
dans la mémoire de Mr. Jean Dubuffet. Du mardi 7 au 31
octobre. (4)pp. (single folio sheet, folding). 20 line-drawn illus.
by Dubuffet. Self-wraps.
The rare catalogue for one of the most radical exhibitions in
postwar France, Dubuffet’s art brut portraits of Parisian intellectuals, at the Galerie René Drouin in 1948. Printed on a
large folding tabloid leaf of stock, the catalogue contains a
lengthy text by Dubuffet (“Causette”), and brilliant, primitive
line-drawn portraits from the exhibition, of Fautrier, Ponge,
Michaux, Artaud, Cingria and others.
Initially, the series was based on personalities in the literary
salon of Florence Gould, to which Dubuffet had been introduced by Jean Paulhan, including Paulhan himself, Pierre
Benoit, Marcel Jouhandeau, and Paul Léautaud; it was then
extended to include other friends and acquaintances, such as
Antonin Artaud, Francis Ponge, Henri Michaux, and Jean
Fautrier. “Dubuffet’s aggressive, graffiti-style caricatural portraits of 1946-47 are in part caricature in the simplest sense,
a mocking variant on the pantheons of artists that had
become sober clichés of even ‘radical’ French art, as in Surrealist group portraits. But Dubuffet’s portraits manifest the
revolt, and revulsion, of intellectuals: mental energy and will
are now all that matter, and the body can (indeed must...) go
to hell. His writers and intellectuals are pathetic monsters,
their features reduced to pop-eyed scrawls, their aplomb
prodded into jumping-jack spasms. Yet since grotesque
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harshness and imbalanced disturbance are in Dubuffet’s view
tokens of authenticity, to be portrayed by him with scar-like
contours and inept anatomy is, perversely, to be made glamorous” (High and Low). Foldlines, as issued. This copy is
printed on pale grey stock.
Paris, 1948.
$1,600.00
Franzke, Andreas: Dubuffet (New York, 1981), p. 41f. (discussing the exhibition); Varnedoe, Kirk & Gopnik, Adam: High
& Low (New York, Museum of Modern Art, 1991), p. 144ff.
24
(DUCHAMP, MARCEL)
Cahiers d’Art. Directeur: Christian Zervos. Vol. XI, Nos. 1/2.
“L’objet. Objets mathématiques. Objets naturelles. Objets
sauvages. Objets trouvés. Objets irrationnels. Objets ready
made. Objets interprétéa. Objets incorporés. Objets mobiles.”
68pp. Prof. illus. (4 plates by Duchamp on heavy paper, of
which 2 in colors). Sm. folio. Wraps. (slight darkening at spine
and at edge of back cover). Texts by Zervos, André Breton
(“Crise de l’objet”) Georges Hugnet (“L’oeil de l’aiguille”), Paul
Éluard (“L’habitude des tropiques”), Gabrielle Buffet (“Coeurs
volants”), Claude Cahun (“Prenez garde aux objets domestiques”), Salvador Dalí (“Honneur a l’objet!”), Marcel Jean,
and Hans Bellmer.
The superb special issue devoted to the Surrealism and the
Object, with cover (“Coeurs volants,” printed in dayglo red
and blue) designed by Duchamp. The topic was inspired by
an exhibition held at the gallery of Charles Ratton, a distinguished Parisian expert and dealer in primitive art; though on
view for only a week, it was one of the most important shows
of the Surrealist epoch. “For this particular issue of the magazine, Duchamp was asked by the editor, Christian Zervos,
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to provide a design for the cover, and he submitted a paper
collage of blue and red hearts to be superimposed over one
another, their sharply contrasting colors intended to create
the illusion of vibration—thus the title ‘Fluttering Hearts”—a
poignant image from someone who had suffered from a
heart murmur in his youth. Moreover, as Duchamp himself
later explained: ‘In French, it is a society expression to
express flirting.’ The idea came from similar optical experiments Duchamp had seen reproduced in text books. ‘It is a
very well known experiment in optics,’ he explained. ‘I think
they call them flying hearts....they use that [term] to indicate
the idea of playing...the optical play on the retina’” (Naumann). An exceptionally fine copy, very clean and crisp,
especially rare thus.
Paris, 1936.
$8,500.00
Schwarz 446; Naumann, Francis M.: Marcel Duchamp: The
Art of Making Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
(New York, 1999), p. 128, illus. 5.7; Andel, Jaroslav: AvantGarde Page Design 1900-1950 (New York, 2002), no. 458
(full-page color plate); Reynolds p. 108
25
DUCHAMP, MARCEL.
Rrose Sélavy. (Biens Nouveaux. 4eme cahier.) (16)pp. Sm.
8vo. Wraps. One of 500 numbered copies on vélin blanc from
the limited edition of 515. Duchamp’s classic collection of
puns, anagrams, sly double-entendres and cryptic formulations. A fine copy.
Paris (G.L.M.), 1939.
$1,750.00
G.L.M. 206; Gershman p. 17; Biro/Passeron 972; Motherwell/Karpel 243; Rubin 221; Reynolds p. 73; Milano p. 654
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Keller, Jean & DUCHAMP-VILLON, RAYMOND
Les sémaphores. Bouffonnerie sensorielle en 1 acte. 63,
(1)pp. Sm. 4to. Dec. wraps. (light wear). Glassine d.j.
Published posthumously, after Duchamp-Villon’s tragic death
at the age of forty-one, this comic spoof was written while he
was convalescing in an army hospital, in collaboration with a
doctor friend. “Suivront des pièces des jeux d’échecs, le
rédaction d’une ‘petite comédie burlesque écrite avec un
camarade [Jean Keller] pour une représentation dans un
hôpital du front. Elle est très spéciale de la guerre et n’a rien
qui vise le grand public’ [Walter Pach]. Pour cette pièce, intitulée ‘Les Sémaphores,’ il dessine également des costumes.”
“Si l’austerité qui caractérise la ‘Tête du Professeur Gosset’
suggère la direction que la sculpture de Duchamp-Villon
aurait pu prendre, ‘Les Sémaphores,’ avec ses personnages
absurdes, ses accessoires bizarres, et ses situations incongrues, révèlent la possible affinité du sculpteur avec Dada et
le théâtre surréaliste d’après-guerre” (Judith Zilczer, in the
Centre Pompidou catalogue). The front cover—with its amusing line-drawing of a mantle clock with no hands, the dial simply reading “Il est trois heures” in script—is surely DuchampVillon’s design, as must be the surrealistic vignette in the justification, showing a pipe stem curling out of an open window
(and its smoke curling back again in the shape of a question
mark).
That no trace of the work seems to exist in the Duchamp-Villon or Duchamp literature prior to 1998 (including the careful
1967 monograph by George Heard Hamilton and William C.
Agee, with bibliography by Bernard Karpel) is one index of its
rarity. Presentation copy, inscribed by Keller to Mlle. Renée
Druet, February 1919. A fine copy.
Châlons-sur-Marne (Imprimerie-Librairie de l’Union Républicaine), 1918.
$3,000.00
Paris. Centre Georges Pompidou: Duchamp-Villon: Collections du Centre Georges Pompidou, Musée national d’art
moderne et du Musée des beaux-arts de Rouen (Paris, 1998),
pp. 19, 140 (texts by Judith Zilczer and Bénédicte Ajac)
27
ELUARD, PAUL
Comme deux gouttes d’eau. Poème. 14pp. Wraps. D.j. The
uncredited calligraphic title-page (repeated in green on the
cover) is by Yves Tanguy, who had recently designed a frontispice for “La vie immédiate,” in which Eluard had honored
him with a long poem. A fine copy.
Paris (Éditions Surréalistes [José Corti]), 1933.
$850.00
Gershman p. 19; Milano p. 651; Vallette, Robert D.: Éluard:
Livre d’identité (Paris, 1967), p. 118
28
(ERNST) Éluard, Paul
Répétitions. Dessins de Max Ernst. 51. (3)pp. 10 full-page
illus. by Ernst (1 in colors) after collages of wood engravings.
Lrg. 8vo. Printed plum-colored wraps., with additional collage
illustration by Ernst tipped onto front wrapper, as issued. One
of 350 numbered copies in all.
“Upon André Breton’s invitation, Ernst sent fifty-six of his collages for his first one-man show in Paris in May 1921 at the
Galerie Au Sans Pareil. Entitled ‘la mise sous whisky marin,’
this exhibition of Ernst’s ‘dessins, mécanoplastiques, plastoplastiques, peintopeintures... au-delà de la peinture’ was
received with great acclaim and enthusiasm by Breton and
the group of Parisian Dadaists already beginning to join
around him in their efforts to codify Surrealism. As a German
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veteran living in the British-occupied Rhineland, Ernst was
prohibited from traveling to Paris, but in November Paul and
Gala visited him for a week in Cologne. This meeting not only
initiated a complex, intimate relationship between Ernst and
the Éluards, but sparked the first of a series of extraordinary
collaborations between painter and poet. While in Cologne,
Éluard selected from a group of recent, independent collages
eleven to accompany an edition of his short prose poems,
‘Répétitions.’ Constructed from fragments of black-and-white
wood engravings and magazine illustrations, the collages
were more unified than the earlier and generally larger Dada
collages. The more integrated scale of their parts and the stylistic similarity of the source engravings themselves contributed to the increasing refinement of Ernst’s cut-and-paste
technique” (Rainwater). A very fine copy, the wrappers fresh,
particularly rare thus.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1922.
$6,000.00
Spies/Matken 438-448; Spies 180-197, p. 105ff.;
Hugues/Poupard-Lieussou 4; Rainwater 13, p. 10; Stuttgart 5;
On My Way 74; Fouché, Pascal: Au Sans Pareil (1989), no.
25; Gershman p. 18; Dada Global 197; Ades 8.53; Sanouillet
82; Motherwell/Karpel 257; Dada Artifacts 137; Reynolds p.
42; Skira 111; Hubert p. 54ff.; Chapon p. 144; Andel 128;
Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page Design 1900-1950 (New
York, 2002), pl. 407 (full-page color); Tendenzen 3/586; Düsseldorf 192; Zürich 317; Pompidou: Dada 1231, figs. 405-406,
712; Washington: Dada pl. 244
29
(FAUTRIER) Paris. Galerie René Drouin
Les otages. Peintures et sculptures de Fautrier. Octobrenovembre 1945. (12)pp. 1 tipped-in plate. Sm. 4to. Selfwraps. Glassine d.j. Text by André Malraux. Fautrier’s second solo exhibition, focusing on his series of “Hostages.”
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“Although consisting of highly simplified, almost abstract
forms, these despairing, fugitive heads and figures reflected
the events of the war.... The simplification of form and
method of execution of these paintings, exhibited together in
1945 at the Galerie Drouin in Paris with a catalogue preface
by Malraux, characterized all his subsequent production,
and proved highly influential in the development of Art
Informel in the following decade” (Philip Cooper, in the Dictionary of Art).
Paris, 1945.
$250.00
30
(FLOUQUET) Chenoy, Léon
Le feu sur la banquise. Poèmes. 88pp. 12 full-page original
linocuts by Pierre-Louis Flouquet. 4to. Red wraps., printed in
black, designed by Garpard. Fitted chemise and slipcase
(boards). A livre d’artiste from the sphere of the Brussels
review “7 Arts” (1922-1928), of which Flouquet was one of the
founders, together with the brothers Victor and Pierre Bourgeois, and Karl Maes. Flouquet, whose amalgam of Futurism,
Constructivism and art déco is characteristic of Flemish modernism, exhibited widely in Europe throughout the 1920s, and
was also linked to the Belgian surrealist movement later in the
decade. A fine copy.
Bruxelles (L’Equerre), circa 1924.
$1,200.00
Cf. Bruxelles, Bibliothèque Royale Albert I.: Cinquante ans
d’avant- garde, 1917-1967 (1983), p. 99ff.
31
G. ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ELEMENTARE GESTALTUNG
Herausgeber: Hans Richter. Nr. IV, März 1926. 16pp. 18 illus.
Sm. 4to. Dec. wraps., with front cover design incorporating a
picture by Malevich. Texts by Malevich (from “New Systems in
Art”), Ludwig Hilberseimer (on American architecture), Werner Gräff, Friedrich Kiesler (“Die Stadt in der Luft”); memorial
features on Viking Eggeling. Illus. of work by Malevich,
Eggeling, Mondrian, and Brancusi; skyscrapers. Five issues
were published in all of “G” between 1923 and 1926, of great
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interest for the history of Dada, Constructivism and film. All
are very rare. A worn copy, split at the backstrip, with intermittent soiling and fading. Loosely inserted, the printed subscription card.
Berlin-Grunewald, 1926.
$2,250.00
Almanacco Dada 52; Verkauf p. 178; Heller, Steven: Merz to
Emigre and Beyond (London/New York, 2003), p. 105f.
(illus.); Reynolds p. 112; Pompidou: Dada 1370, illus. p. 399
32
GIBBONS, JOE & ZANE, JOE
Parkett. No. 81. Joe Gibbons, Joe Zane. (1), 126, (37)pp.
Prof. illus. (numerous color). 4to. Wraps. Edition limited to 20
copies, plus 3 artist’s proofs, signed and numbered by the
artists on the spine, together with a hand-signed printed
statement to this effect by Joe Zane on his stationery, loosely inserted. Texts by the artists, Randi Hopkins, and Tony
Conrad.
A collaborative artists’ book by Gibbons and Zane, in the form
of a faux issue of “Parkett” devoted to their work. Extremely
droll (including a mechanically translated parallel text in German, yielding results such as “Joe Gibbonen”), the work is
also brilliantly realized from a technical point of view. The
video artist and filmmaker Joe Gibbons—whose work has
been shown in three Whitney Biennials, and at the Museum
of Modern Art, Centre Pompidou, and the Reina Sofia—is on
the faculty of the MIT Visual Arts Program; Joe Zane—whose
faux Phaidon Monograph was published in 2006, in an edition
of 5 copies—is director of production at the MIT Center for
Advanced Visual Studies.
[Cambridge (The Artists)] 2008.
$2,000.00
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events by Olga Koklova and the Ballets Suédois, “danses du
homard, crabe et crocodile” with costumes by Vassilieff and
Léger, boxing matches overseen by Foujita, a “Spectacle sur
l’Échelle” by Tristan Tzara, “poëmes en relief” by Iliazd and
Kakabadze, a “nouveau système de projections fantastiques”
by Larionov, and many other attractions with designs, scores
or participation by Satie, Vernon Duke, Tchelitchev, Pevsner,
Pougny, Mane-Katz, Martinou, et al. Tiny nick at right edge; a
fine copy.
Paris, 1924.
$1,200.00
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GIUNTINI, ALDO
L’universo in pugno. Glorificazione futurista della sintesi-brevità. Con presentazione di s.e. Marinetti. 42, (4)pp. Halftone
frontis. portrait of the author. Stylishly printed, partly in
turquoise blue, or on turquoise stock. Oblong 4to. The ‘aeromusica’ composer Giuntini (Carrara 1896- Modena 1969) was
co-author of “Canzoniere futurista amoroso guerriero di
Marinetti, Farfa, Acquaviva, Giuntini” (Savona, 1943) and
other books, in addition to his musical compositions, which
included “The Indian Rubber Man (Foxtrot per Pianoforte)” as
well as the grandiose “Angoscia a tremila metri” and
“Battaglia di terra, mare e cielo.”
Carrara (Editrice Bottega d’Arte di Corrado Lattanzi) [1934].
$450.00
Salaris p. 40

35
LE GRAND JEU
Direction: Roger Gilbert-Lecomte, René Daumal, Josef Síma,
Roger Vailland. Nos. 1-3, été 1928 - automne 1930 (all published). 64-96pp. per issue. Prof. illus. (including hors texte
plates). 4to. Dec. wraps. Glassine d.j. Uncut. Texts and illustrations by Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, Robert Desnos,
Saint-Pol Roux, Jaroslav Seifert, René Daumal, Ramón
Gómez de la Serna, Hendrik Cramer, Roger Vailland, Roger
Gilbert-Lecomte, Víteslav Nezval, A. Rolland de Renéville, et
al.; illustrations by Man Ray, Josef Sima, Maurice Henry,
André Masson, Arthur Harfaux, Mayo, Jean Arp, et al.
A complete run of the review, which gave its name to a group
within (and adjacent to) the Surrealist movement, excommunicated in the course of one of Breton’s characteristic purges.
“This parasurrealist journal (the title was borrowed from a
book of poems by Péret published in 1928) first appeared at

34
(GONCHAROVA) Paris. Union des Artistes Russes
Bal Olympique. Vrai Bal Sportif costumé, organisé par l’Union
des Artistes Russes à Paris. 11 juillet 1924, à la Taverne de
l’Olympia. Broadside. Orange stock, in narrow folio, printed in
black on both recto and verso. 65 x 25 mm. (25 5/8 x 9 7/8
inches). At the head of the recto, line-drawn illus. by Barthe of
the Apollo Belvedere); at the head of the verso, a superb and
large design by Goncharova, “Projet de costume pour le Bal
Olympique pouvant servir aux deux sexes; recommandé aux
personnes pressées. Matière: papier ou calicot coloriés”.
Though not credited, the printing and typography are characteristic of François Bernouard.
The broadside poster for one of the fascinating and amazingly distinguished artists’ balls put on by the Union des Artistes
Russes in Paris in the early 1920s, which also included the
Grand Bal des Artistes Travesti/Transmental of February
1923, the Bal Banal of March 1924 (for which too Goncharova did the poster), and the Bal de la Grande Ourse of May
1925. The scintillating program outlined in this broadside for
the the Bal Olympique features dances and choreographic
34
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the end of 1928, edited and illustrated by René Daumal,
Roger Gilbert-Lecomte, Arthur Harfaux, Maurice Henry,
Joseph Sima, and Roger Vaillant. Of those, several like Maurice Henry and Arthur Harfaux, were later to collaborate on ‘Le
Surréalisme au Service de la Révolution’.... Given the Surrealists’ desire for communal political action, particularly on the
part of Aragon, Breton, Thirion, ‘Le Grand Jeu’ was seen to be
closer in spirit to the early numbers of ‘La Révolution Surréaliste’ and the inclination to purely literary and artistic activity
which had already led to the expulsions of Artaud, Vitrac and
Soupault” (Ades). Wrappers somewhat faded; a fine set,
complete with the blue papillon tipped into the first issue,
asserting that the editors had already chosen the title “Le
grand jeu” before learning that Péret had taken it as the title
of his forthcoming book. Rare.
Paris, 1928-1930.
$5,000.00
Gershman p. 49; Admussen 103; Ades 9.74, p. 203;
Biro/Passeron p. 190f.; Nadeau pp. 143f., 155ff., 331
36
(HAMBURG SECESSION) Koch, Hugo & Maetzel, Emil
Der Gelben Posaune der Sieben, gewidmet von der BauRundschau. Herausgegeben von Hugo Koch und Emil Maetzel. 13, (3)pp., 20 plates, including 7 original woodcuts by
Paul Hamann, Hans Leip, Emil Maetzel, Martin Schwemer,
Heinrich Steinhagen, Johannes Wüsten and Karl Opfermann
(the balance of the illustrations being tipped-in halftones).
Woodcut title-page. Lrg. 4to. Dec. yellow wraps., with dramatic woodcut front cover by Emil Maetzel.
An almanac for the second Hamburger Künstlerfest, in February 1920. Held every year at Fasching (Mardi Gras) in the
rooms of the Curiohaus, the Hamburg artists’ festivals were
organized around annual fantasy themes; this one, ‘The Yellow Trumpet of the Seven,’ featured cabaret entertainment
and dancing in a wildly Expressionistic environment. The
woodcuts in this album are particularly fine examples of Hamburg Secessionist prints. Texts by Richard Dehmel, Hugo
Koch, Hans Leip, Fritz Schumacher, et al.; musical score by
Robert Müller-Hartmann.
Hamburg (Konrad Hanf), 1920.
$4,500.00
Söhn 119; Expressionismus in Hamburg um 1920 (Museum
für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, 2006), pp. 81, 132 (illus.)
37
HENNINGS, EMMY
Die letzte Freude. (Der jüngste Tag. Neue Dichtungen. 5.
Band.) 15, (5)pp. Lrg. 8vo. Wraps., stitched as issued. Uncut.
Emmy Hennings’ first book, a slender gathering of poems
published during her career as a cabaret singer and diseuse
at the Café Simplizissimus in Munich, where she was to meet
Hugo Ball later in the year. Written essentially in a post-Symbolist and Expressionist style, her early work and its relation
to Dada has been much discussed; “Cabaret Voltaire” published three poems by her in 1916, “Morfin,” “Gesang zur
Dämmerung,” and “Die vielleicht letzte Flucht.” This volume
includes work in a similar vein, “Ätherstrophen,” “Ein Traum,”
“Hypnose,” “Im Kankenhause,” “Nach dem Cabaret,” and
others. At the end, advertisements for Kurt Wolf publications
by Georg Heym, Franz Werfel and Else Lasker-Schüler. A
fine copy.
Leipzig (Kurt Wolff), 1913.
$2,500.00
Dada Zürich p. 295; Verkauf p. 179; Raabe/Hannich-Bode
117.1; cf. Hubert, Renée Riese: “Zürich Dada and Its Artist
Couples,” in: Sawelson-Gorse, Naomi: Women in Dada
(Cambridge, 1998), p. 516ff.
35
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RENÉ HERBST
A selection of albums and photographs from the archives of
the French architect and designer René Herbst (1891-1982),
documenting three of his major projects between 1931 to
1954, together with a run of the rare review “Parade,” also
from his library, which Herbst edited from 1927 to 1931.
These derive from a cache of recently rediscovered material
which supplements the archives donated by Herbst shortly
before his death to the Bibliothèque des Arts Décoratifs and
the Bibliothèque Forney in Paris.
One of the founders of the Union des Artistes Modernes,
together with Robert Mallet-Stévens, Charlotte Perriand and
others, Herbst was an influential proponent of modernism for
the whole of his career, from his work as a furniture designer
and decorator in the late 1920s to his proposals for prefabricated low-cost housing in the decade after the war. His innovations extended into a remarkable range of fields, including
advertising and store design, furnishings of all kinds (most
famously in tubular metal), and exposition design in all its
aspects, architectural and graphic.
Literature: Goguel, Solange: René Herbst. Iconographie réunie et établie par Anne Bony et l’auteur. (Paris, 1990); Delaporte-Idrissi, Guillemette: René Herbst: Pioneer of Modernism (Paris, 2004)
38
HERBST, RENÉ (editor)
Parade. Journal de l’étalage et de ses industries. [Revue du
décor de la rue.] Fondateur: V.N. Siégel. Directeur: René
Herbst. Nos. 1-60, janvier 1927 - décembre 1931, lacking no.
12. (Together with this, duplicates of nos. 2, 6, 9, 11.) 8-24pp.
per issue, printed on coated white stock and yellow newsprint
(usually both in the same issue). Prof. illus. Tall folio; folio.
Years I-IV in blue pebbled buckram (Years I-II boldly stamped
in silver with the title, in the journal’s signature typeface); all
orig. wraps. bound in. This binding, utilizing metal spring clips
which permit the issues to be removed and reinserted, is the

“reliure spéciale, system Clio” marketed in advertisements in
the magazine. Year V unbound.
A long run of the architect designer René Herbst’s remarkable and extremely rare review, this set from his own library
and covering the years of his editorship (publication continued afterward until, it appears, 1939). Devoted to the arts of
exhibition design and merchandise display, “Parade” contains
thousands of photographs documenting new styles in installation at expositions and trade fairs, and in shop windows and
showrooms, not just in Paris and the French provinces, but
throughout the rest of the world (Valencia, Warsaw,
Budapest, Nashville and Chicago, for instance). Every conceivable kind of saleable good is shown in commendable current displays—apart from all sectors of the fashion industry,
there are phonographs, luggage, stationery, lace, umbrellas,
bibelots, perfumes, automobiles, flowers, bandages, faiënce,
cutlery—and also illustrated technical features, as, for example, on the use of neon and “la publicité lumineuse,” and even
on advertising for the sides of delivery trucks. Among the
many events covered are the Salon des Artistes Décorateurs
at the Grand Palais in 1927, the Salon de l’Automobile (Paris
1927), the Salon de l’Aviation (Paris 1928) and the Salon des
Arts Ménagers (Paris 1929); No. 42 (June 1930) is a special
issue devoted to exposition design. “Parade” includes regular notices of articles in the foreign press, some of which are
reprinted in full (as for instance “La crise dans l’art de l’étalage américain,” by one Charles R. Rogers, from the Cincinnati “Display World”); other texts include articles by Herbst
and Henri Clouzot, and a long address by Mallet-Stévens,
“Le magasin et le décor de la rue,” which is serialized in
issues in 1929.
This run finishes out the year 1931, after Jean Poirier took
over the directorship from Herbst in June. Bindings with some
splits at hinges; newsprint wrappers intermittently (inevitably)
chipped or detached, but on the whole the series is well-preserved. Of greatest rarity.
Paris, 1927-1931.
$15,000.00
Goguel p. 361; Delaporte-Idrissi, pp. 48f., 215
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HERBST, RENÉ
Exposition Coloniale 1931. La métallurgie. Commemorative
album of René Herbst’s designs for the Section de la Métallurgie Française at the exposition, personally assembled and
hand-painted by Herbst for his own archives, together with an
additional photocollage by Herbst on colored board.
Album: 43ff., including photocollage title-page, handpainted
in blue gouache and stencilled in white, with cut and pasted
original matte photograph, and overlapping silver foil guard
opposite; followed by a second version of this, without text or
silver foil; and 40 original photographs, mounted one to the
page. Photo dimensions: average 239 x 178 mm. (9 3/8 x 7
inches). The photographs, most but not all of which are mattefinished, are stamped on the versos with credits to “Studio
Editions Paul Martial” (29), “René-Herbst Décorateur” (10,
some with additional stamp to “Photo Jean Collas”); 3 have
no visible stamp. Lrg. 4to. Boards, 1/4 cloth, the front completely hand-painted and stencilled in blue, yellow and

white gouache, around a mounted original photograph.
Photocollage: 220 x 384 mm. (ca. 8 5/8 x 15 1/8 inches),
with hand-cut original silver print photograph and clipped
halftone reproductive photograph, on blue cardboard (losses at edges). Lrg. 4to.
The artistry and care with which Herbst assembled this
album is an index of the pride he must have taken in these
designs, which are among the finest in his career, especially
the heroically abstract and architectonic structure he shows
on the cover, a colosssal complex of beams, planks, and
rolled sheets of steel. This construction is viewed repeatedly
in the volume, from different angles and at graduated distances. Also shown are wall-sized photomontages for OTUA,
one with trains, boats and biplanes, another with the Eiffel
tower against a blur of other industrial architecure; a smallscale cinema with Herbst-designed metal chairs with elastic
braided seats and cabled backs; reading rooms furnished by
Herbst (with more photomontage displays of iron and steel);
close-ups of bales of wire and waterfalls of chain link, and
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sculpturally compelling pieces of machinery of all kinds.
The album displays Herbst’s predilection for cropping and
manipulating photos of his designs by eliminating the background, so as to transform them from temporary stands in
crowded exposition halls into freestanding works of architecture, monumentally viewed against open skies. Here, in the
blue-painted, foil-reflected title-page composition, he has
reimagined the Section de la Métallurgie almost on the scale
of a city, a new Paris.
The separate photomontage depicts a dramatic chrome-plated stand of the Comité des Forges de France, shared with the
Comité Central des Houillères de France, displaying beams
and piles of steel, iron ore, and coal set out on a metallic platform map of France the size of a dance floor. The long expository text for the stand, on a curved wall at the back, is in English, with references to Chicago; this may connect it to an
American exhibition, perhaps the 1939 International Exhibition in New York, where Herbst designed a number of displays
for France, including the steel industries section. Inner front
hinge slightly shaken, binding and covers slightly worn, with
minuscule loss at lower edge of front cover photograph
[Paris, 1931.]
$15,000.00
Goguel p. 211ff. (reproducing some of these photographs), p.
22 (reproducing a pressbook of comparable design made by
Herbst); Delaporte-Idrissi, p. 208
SEE FRONTISPIECE
40
(HERBST, RENÉ)
Exposition 1931 Grosse Metallurgie. 18 original photographs
in two series, as follows: 10 prints with matte finish, mounted
on black boards averaging 179 x 237 mm. (ca. 7 x 9 3/8 inches); and 8 unmounted glossy prints (7 stamped Studio PaulMartial, 1 stamped Photographie H. Lacheroy), of which 2
assymetrically cut down at the top edges, probably for collage
purposes by Herbst himself; dimensions vary from 165 x 178
mm. (ca. 7 x 6 1/2 inches) to 176 x 234 mm. (ca. 6 7/8 x 9 1/4
inches).
A fine file of original photographs documenting René Herbst’s
multifarious installations for the Section de la Métallurgie
Française at the Exposition Coloniale 1931. The whole is
contained within a sheaf of watermarked wove paper with
typed heading “E X P O S I T I O N 1 9 3 1 Grosse Metallurgie,” as signs for it read at the fair. One of the pictures has

been extensively airbrushed to eliminate all traces of the surrounding structures, so that Herbst’s design appears to be
staged in the open air.
[Paris, 1931.]
$3,750.00
Goguel p. 211ff. (reproducing some of these photographs),
Delaporte-Idrissi, p. 208
41
(HERBST, RENÉ)
A series of 23 large-format photographs of René Herbst’s
exhibition designs for the Arts et Métiers Graphiques section
of the Exposition Arts et Techniques in Paris in 1937. 23 silver
print photographs, all mounted on heavy board. 297 x 397
mm. (ca. 11 3/4 x 15 5/8 inches). The series is numbered 122 on printed labels at lower right corner of each (plus 1
unnumbered duplicate); the versos of 12 mounts have linenhinged hooks on the for hanging.
A magnificent large-format series of original photographs documenting Herbst’s spectacular designs for the section Arts et
Métiers Graphiques—particularly the Grand Hall de Publicité,
done in collaboration with Jean Carlu, with its vertiginous
mountings of posters high up into the space, some in
columns, almost like strips of film, while others were floated
on metal pipes; at the center of the room, rows of Herbst’s
own low chaises longues, in tubular steel and canvas, from
which viewers, tipped way back in their seats, would look up
at the display as if at a planetarium. Also shown, the famous
silo-shaped glass and metal cage office; didactic exhibitions
of the evolution of letter forms and of colored inks; armadas of
giant printing presses; the entrance to the Musée de la Littérature Française at the exhibition, with its documentary sections on Hugo, Daudet, Anatole France and Proust, and livres
d’artistes (Matisse, Rouault); and the clean-lined cinema,
completely plain but for its fire extinguishers.
The duplicate, showing the cinema, is stamped in red at top
right “René Herbst décorateur architecte” and annotated in
red ink at lower right “cinéma provisoire Publicité Exposition
1937” (a little chipped at edges). The mounts are slightly
bowed; the series is in excellent condition, unfaded and wellpreserved, and, when framed, makes a spectacular exhibition
of its own.
[Paris, 1937.]
$12,500.00
Goguel p. 228ff. (reproducing some of these photographs), p.
228; Delaporte-Idrissi, p. 71ff.
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HERBST, RENÉ
Maison n 5 Architecte René Herbst Maison de 68 m2 1954.
Double-page blueprint and elevation, 36 original silver-print
photographs (5 large format), mount on 5 leaves. Print sizes
range from 60 x 87 mm. (ca. 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 inches) to 164 x 223
mm. (6 1/2 x 8 3/4 inches).
A dossier from René Herbst’s archives documenting the construction of his steel-framed Maison No. 5, one of thirteen lowcost prehab houses by architects and engineers put up on the
esplanade of the Invalides for the Salon des Arts Ménagers in
Paris in February-March 1954. Working on a very small scale
(223 square feet) and on a tightly regulated budget, Herbst
arrived at a simple but ingenious design capable of housing
four people with a modicum of style; praised for its high-quality cement walls and zinc-panelled roof, the building’s utilitarian character was also offset by occasional grace notes, such
as the Miesian floating front steps.
The dossier opens with a double-page folding blueprint, with
plan and elevation, printed in pink, mounted under the cover.
Loosely inserted after this are a total of 5 card and coloredpaper mounts, with a total of 31 snapshots showing different
stages of the building’s construction, and a total of 5 largeformat photographs, 4 showing the completed house from different sides.
[Paris, 1953-1954.]
$6,500.00
Cf.: Goguel), p. 81ff. (reproducing one of the photographs);
Delaporte-Idrissi, p. 212
43
HIRTZ, LISE
Images dans le dos du cocher. 35, (3)pp. Sm. 4to. Printed
wraps. First edition, printed in an unspecified small edition on
wove paper, of the first book of the Surrealist poet, novelist
and critic Lise Hirtz, later Lise Deharme. Presentation copy,
calligraphically inscribed in turquoise ink on the flyleaf “A Paul
Brach/ en souvenir d’un manuscrit/ tappé a la machine.../ à sa
Femme-Fleur/ Lise Hirtz.” Together with this, a carbon
typescript of seventeen poems by Hirtz, of which four are
to be found in the accompanying book, with some quite interesting alterations, three of them under different titles. 18ff.,
stapled into a plain grey folder, inscribed under the front cover
“A celui qui vint respirer ‘l’âme de ma chambre’/ cette dédicace prétentieuse qui/ prouve mon peu d’esprit/ son amie/
Lise Hirtz.”
Little known, and very rare (no copy is recorded in OCLC)
“Images dans le dos du cocher” precedes by six years the volume of poems illustrated with pochoirs by Miró, “Il était une
petite pie,” which is often called Hirtz’s first book. Prolific well
into the postwar era, Lise Hirtz/Deharme was the editor of the
Surrealist review “Le phare de Neuilly” (1937-1938), and coauthor with Claude Cahun of “Le coeur de pic” (1937), and
with Breton and others of “Farouche à quatre feuilles” (1954).
A muse of the Surrealist movement, she was immortalized as
“la dame au gant” in Breton’s “Nadja”; Virgil Thomson composed a musical portrait of her in 1940.
Paris (Éditions des Feuilles Libres), 1922.
$4,500.00

account of the movement’s international activities, at least in
Europe.... Published on the initiative of Huelsenbeck, who
was absent from the exhibition,...it contained important articles on the theory of Dadaism...valuable statements by the
Dada Club and some pages by some less well-known
Dadaists, such as Walter Mehring (‘You banana-eaters and
kayak people!’), sound and letter poems by Adon Lacroix,
Man Ray’s companion in New York, not to mention a highly
ironical letter by the Dutch Dadaist Paul Citroën, dissuading
his Dadaist partners from going to Holland. The volume was
also distinguished by the French participation of Picabia,
Ribemont-Dessaignes and Soupault, quite unexpected in
Berlin; their contributions were presumably collected and sent
on from Paris by Tristan Tzara. The latter, living in Paris with
the Picabias since early January 1920, gave in the ‘Dada
Almanach’ a scrupulous and electrifying account of the doings
and publications of the Zürich Dadaists....one of the most
dizzying documents in the history of the movement”
(Chapon). A fine copy.
Berlin (Erich Reiss), 1920.
$4,000.00
Gershman p. 24; Dada Global 68; Ades 4.68; Almanacco
Dada 34; Bergius p. 108f.; Chapon p. 111; Motherwell/Karpel
7; Rubin 464; Reynolds p. 51; Verkauf p. 100; Richter p. 235;
Raabe/ Hannich-Bode 132.25; Dada Artifacts 46; Pompidou:
Dada 1245, p. 320f., illus. pp. 321, 323, 505, 721
45
HUIDOBRO, VICENTE
Tout à coup. Poèmes. 49, (3)pp. Wraps. Unopened. A collection of 32 poems written between 1922 and 1923; most startling are the frontispiece—a turn-of-the-century woodengraved fashion plate of a gentleman in a top hat, captioned
“Huidobro par Picasso” and cancelled by hand with a grid of
crossed-out lines—and the closing vignette, a bizarre view
into an open mouth. A fine copy, with the plate cancelled in
red crayon instead of the usual pencil.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1925.
$750.00
Dada Global 202; Almanacco Dada p. 413 (illus.); Gershman
p. 25; Verkauf p. 102

44
HUELSENBECK, RICHARD (editor)
Dada Almanach. Im Auftrag des Zentralamts der Deutschen
Dada-Bewegung. 159, (1)pp., 8 plates. Lrg. 8vo. Orig. printed
wraps., designed by Huelsenbeck. Issued in the autumn of
1920, just after the close of the Erste Internationale Dada
Messe, the ‘Dada Almanach’ was “the first attempt to give an
40
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46
ITAGAKI TAKAO
Atarashiki geijutsu no kakutoku [Acquisition of New Art]. 246,
(4)pp., including 16 plates with 26 gravure photographic illus.
Constructivist title-page, with Japanese text in teal blue. Sm.
4to. Dec. wraps., with photomontage cover design. Slipcase.
Following Itagaki’s “Geijutsu to Kikai no Koryu [Communion of
Machines and Art]” of the year before, this work contains dramatic gravure photographs of the Bauhaus, Mies van der
Rohe’s Tugendhat House, American skyscrapers, aircraft carriers, and goggled aviators. Small losses at the edges of the
photomontage cover, other incidental wear.
Tokyo (Tenjinsha), 1930.
$1,400.00
47
JARRY, ALFRED
César antéchrist. 146, (8)pp. 14 color illus. on 12 leaves hors
texte, of which 2 designed by Jarry, both printed in orange
(one original woodcut by Jarry, and another, possibly also in
woodcut, derived from a pen drawing by him). Publisher’s
original black wraps., stamped in gilt with an heraldic shield
on the front cover. One of 197 copies on carré vergé à la
cuve, from the limited edition of 206 in all.
“Aptly enough, Jarry constructed his two earliest books on a
cyclic scheme: they contain all his styles. ‘Minutes de sable
mémorial’ begins and ends with the refinements of symbolism, yet it holds some of Ubu’s coarsest escapades. Even
more patently, the four acts of ‘César-Antéchrist,’ Jarry’s second volume, display a circular development. The drama
recounts the collapse of the divine realm (‘God is sleepy’) into
the second ‘Heraldic Act,’ during which Antichrist rules,

descends further into the third ‘Terrestrial Act,’ where Père
Ubu, the ubiquitous, dominates the scene with his oaths and
his outrages, and then rises again in final judgment of it all. In
this short play, Jarry carries us literally from the sublime to the
ridiculous. Better than any statement of values or elaborate
cosmology, it expresses his concept of how the universe is
arranged. He presents Ubu as the representative of primitive
earthly conduct, unrelieved by any insight into his own monstrosity, uncontrollable as an elephant on the rampage,
earnest in his blundering.... Creating in Ubu a one-man demolition squad twenty years before Dada, he incorporated this
figure into works that go on to broach transcendental values”
(Shattuck).
Carleton Lake has identified Jarry’s second illustration in the
book, entitled “Père Ubu à cheval,” as the first portrayal of
Ubu. This image had also appeared a month earlier, in the
“Mercure de France,” September 1895. The balance of the
woodcuts, as in Jarry’s first book “Les minutes de sable
mémorial” of 1894, alternate imageries populaires (religious
or fantastical in character) with early prints after Dürer and
others; they are printed in orange, black and red. The design
and production of the volume is identical in all particulars to
that of “Les minutes de sable mémorial,” including the astonishingly modern typography of the title- and dedication pages,
designed by Jarry, which anticipate the experiments of the
Italian Futurists and Russian Constructivists. Early owner’s
signet stamped on title-page. An extremely fine, fresh copy in
its original wrappers, especially rare thus.
Paris (Éditions du Mercure de France), 1895.
$8,500.00
Arrivé, Michel: Peintures, gravures et dessins d’Alfred Jarry
(Charleville-Mézières, 1968), pls. 28, 43, pp. 115, 118;
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Kunsthaus Zürich: Alfred Jarry (1982) 31; Shattuck, Roger:
The Banquet Years (New York, 1958), p. 175; Lake, Carlton: Baudelaire to Beckett (Austin, 1976) 250
48
KANBARA TAI
Shinko geijutsu no noroshi [New Art’s Flare]. 144, (6)pp. 1
color plate. Sm. 4to. Wraps., the front cover printed in red with
a composition by Léger. A major figure in the early Japanese
avant-garde, the painter, poet and theoretician Kanbara Tai
(b. 1898) was the leading spirit of the group Action in 1922,
and was one of the founders in 1924 of the Sanka. A prodigy,
he was already publishing Cubist poetry and exhibiting
abstract paintings at the age of 19. From the time of his first
one-man show and simultaneous first manifesto, in 1920,
“Kanbara began to act as the theoretical leader of the new
artistic movements of the Taisho period (1912-26), forming
the avant-garde group Action in 1922, and, in their first exhibition, showing the series of ten works, ‘Notes of a Pessimist’”
(Toru Asano, in the Grove Dictionary of Art). Presentation
copy, inscribed by Kanbara on the title-page.
Tokyo (Chuo bijutsusha), 1926.
$1,500.00
Centre Georges Pompidou: Japon des avant-gardes
1910/1970 (Paris, 1986), p. 516
49
KUNST UND KÜNSTLER
Illustrierte Monatsschrift für Kunst und Kunstgewerbe. Karl
Scheffler, editor. Vols. 1 - 32, no. 1/6 (all published). 4to.
Boards, 3/4 vellum. Though traditional in its orientation, and
focused largely on earlier art history, “Kunst und Künstler”
contains a wealth of important critical texts and illustrations of
the Expressionist era. The complete set includes 139 original
prints—by Max Beckmann (7 lithographs for “Aus einem
Totenhaus”), Ernst Barlach (13 lithographs for “Eine Steppenfahrt”), Lovis Corinth, Willi Geiger, Rudolf Grossmann, Max
Liebermann, Max Slevogt, Edouard Manet (2 woodcuts),
Hans Meid, Edvard Munch (etching), Emil Orlik, Auguste
Renoir (etching), and others. Extremely rare complete.
Berlin, 1902/1903-1932.
$25,000.00
Söhn 634; Rifkind 286; Arntzen/Rainwater Q216; Chamberlin 2264

50
KURTZ, RUDOLF
Expressionismus und Film. 135, (1)pp., 5 color plates. 73
illus. 4to. Cloth, with mounted front cover illustration in colors
by Paul Leni. Expressionist cinema, with stills from Caligari
etc., seen in the context of Picasso, Feininger, Richter,
Eggeling, Tatlin, Malevich, Mondrian, etc.; the book is dedicated to Emil Jannings.
“Hervorragend dokumentierte und illustrierte Monographie
über den ‘expressionistischen’ Film. Die farbige Deckelillustration von Paul Leni gehört zu den wirkungsvollen Einbänden
des Expressionismus” (Bolliger). From the library of the
Expressionist artist Georg Tappert, with the stamp “Eigentum Prof. Tappert” on the first blank leaf and title-page.
Trace of damp-rippling, light soiling of the binding, on the
whole a quite presentable copy of a book usually found in
worn condition.
Berlin (Verlag der Lichtbildbühne), 1926.
$1,200.00
Raabe 178/1
51
LÉVIS MANO, GUY
“Il est fou.” 11minutesdeguylévismanoavecunimagederaymondgideetunportraitdutypographeparpierreréginaud [11
minutes de Guy Lévis Mano avec un image de Raymond Gide
et un portrait du typographe par Pierre Réginaud]. (40)pp.
Tipped-in frontispiece portrait (halftone photograph by Pierre
Réginaud). 1 full-page line-drawn illustration by Raymond
Gid. Black wraps., with mounted title panel. One of 90 handnumbered copies in all, signed in pen by Lévis Mano in the
justification.
Poems by G.L.M., with his own remarkable typography. “Il
s’agitait du premier livre imprimé par Guy Lévis Mano (qui
précise la justification du tirage: ‘“Il est fou” a été composé à
la main et imprimé sur un presse à bras par Guy Lévis
Mano’)” (G.L.M.). The work opens with a striking photograph
of the author taking the sun under the gunwhales of a boat,
and a surrealist portrait of him by Gid, involving hands, tacks,
a hammer, and a floating pair of eyes. Rare.
Paris (G.L.M.), 1933.
$750.00
G.L.M. 38
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KAREL LODR
The Czech architect and designer Karel Lodr (born 1915),
who was noted for his innovative collages and photomontages in the 1930s and 1940s, collaborated with Josef Gocár,
Pacel Janák, Jaromir Krejcar, and other leading Czech modernist architects, as well as designing books and exhibitions.
Comparable examples of his work are illustrated in “The Art of
the Avant-Garde in Czechoslovakia 1918-1938” published by
IVAM Centre Julio Gonzalez, Valencia, 1993. (cf. p. 428, and
color plates on pp. 240-241 and 250-251).
52
LODR, KAREL
Project for a Modern Villa. On the verso, elaborate working
sketch of a large civic building. Recto: Pen and ink, with
watercolor additions on the backing sheet, and mounted
floorplan, drawn in pen and ink on tracing vellum. Verso:
Freehand drawing in pencil, and colored pencil. 600 x 880
mm. (23 5/8 x 34 5/8 inches). Unsigned.
The front of this entirely untitled and uncaptioned sheet presents a fine elevation drawing of a small modern villa, trimmed
to the edges of the structure, and mounted, tilted at an elegant angle, on a larger backing watercolored in yellow and
grey; beneath the mounted drawing, a mounted plan of the
building on vellum, tilted at the same angle. On the back of
the sheet, a quick, but densely drawn view of a different project, a large multi-story structure, perhaps a municipal building
or performance hall on a waterfront, with surrounding terraces
and walkways. Vellum plan detached, where split at one corner; small loss at top right corner; very short clean tear (mend
apparent only on verso), verso slightly dusty.
[Prague? circa 1934.]
$12,000.00
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LODR, KAREL
Perspektiva - Celkové studie. 3. Original drawing in two sections, executed in pen and ink, colored crayon, watercolor
and pencil, signed and dated “Lodr/ 34” in ink at lower right,
on coated plain wove stock. 630 x 450 mm. (ca. 24 3/4 x 17
5/8 inches).
The lower of the two sections is on a separate sheet of paper,
cut and mounted (including two staples at right) onto the
whole. At top, a freehand sketch of the buildings, apparently
a large-scale complex of apartment houses, seen from a
pedestrian approach; below, a more finished, and more distant, view of the entire complex, showing its massive blocks
receding along the waterfront.
[Prague?] 1934
$6,500.00
54
LODR, KAREL
Spolecensky Dum 2. Original collage and photomontage,
signed and dated “Lodr/ 35” in pencil at lower right corner.
692 x 985 mm. (ca. 39 x 26 3/4 inches). Mixed media: pen
and ink, watercolors, colored crayon, pencil, clipped and pasted halftone photographs, and cut sheets of colored papers,
and hand-stencilled lettering, all on heavy cardboard support.
Verso blank.
At top, a freehand axonometric view, the windows colored
in bright blue; at the center, detailed plans of the entire
complex, with its large dining facility, juxtaposed with a
clipped halftone illustration of diners and waitresses; at the
bottom, a fine freehand colored drawing of the complex as
seen at a distance from above. Tack-holes at corners and
sides.
[Prague?] 1935
$12,000.00
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LODR, KAREL
Veekend. Skizzy. Unsigned original collage and photomontage. 745 x 1015 mm. (ca. 29 1/4 x 40 inches). Mixed media:
pen and ink, watercolors, pencil, colored crayon, clipped and
pasted halftone photographs and advertising illustrations, and
cut sheets of colored paper; as well as 3 typed sections of
commentary, all mounted on heavy cardboard support. Verso
blank.
The very elaborate presentation proposes two alternative
models of low-cost modernist waterfront cabins, with finely
detailed freehand drawings of the buildings in the landscape
(one in the near distance, with photomontage youth and
canoe, the other seen from above); watercolor elevations, as
seen from the water (and one watercolor axonometric view),
a finely finished freehand drawing of an interior, complete with
modern furniture (and a very citified fashion model, clipped
from an ad), and a number of original pencil- and ink-drawn

(as well as photostatic) floorplans. Portions a bit rubbed, a little minor battering at edges.
[Prague? n.d.]
$10,000.00
Cf., regarding Karel Lodr: IVAM Centre Julio Gonzalez: The
Art of the Avant-Garde in Czechoslovakia 1918-1938 (Valencia, 1993), p. 428, and color plates on pp. 240-241 and 250251
56
LORENZ, KARL
Friedrich Nietzsche. [Nietzsche. Holzschnitte von Karl Lorenz.
Aus: Das Nachtlied. Weihnachtspaket 1931.] (Achter Druck.)
(28)pp. 14 full-page original woodcuts, each finished by hand
in watercolor (6 boldly signed and dated by the artist in pencil). 480 x 320 mm. (19 x 12 3/4 inches). Folio. Self-wraps.
Copy no. 16, numbered in pencil by Lorenz in the colophon;
edition unstated, but rarely over 25 copies for Turmpresse
publications. Privately printed by Lorenz as a Christmas
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greeting, the book is designed as a sequence of texts and
images arranged in facing pairs.
The writer and artist Karl Lorenz (1888-1961), editor of “Die
Rote Erde” and “Das neue Hamburg” and an influential figure
of the Expressionist movement in Hamburg, is also important
in the history of modern German artists’ books for the small
woodcut editions he designed and privately printed at his own
Turmpresse, between 1925 and 1933. Characteristically, this
book combines stylized images of faces (and a Madonna and
Child), delineated in brilliant colors against a deep black
ground, with a large-scale text set in the same deep black.
Simple and casual in style, the graphic and coloristic effect is
almost of a children’s book realized in glowing stained glass.
[Malente-Gremsmühlen] (Turmpresse), 1931.
$3,000.00
57
LUZ
[Vol. II: Periódico semanal.] Nos. 1-12, 2a. semana de
Octubre—5a. semana de diciembre 1898. 142, (2)pp. Prof.
illus. Very tall sm. 4to. Fine later cloth, 1/2 dark blue morocco gilt. Orig. dec. wraps. bound in.
The second of two volumes published of the first Modernista
review, founded by José M. Roviralta in 1897. Only six issues
of Volume I were published, appearing between November
1897 and January 1898; then after a hiatus of nine months,
‘Luz’ resumed on a weekly basis with Volume II, publishing
twelve issues in all from October to December 1898. Covers,
lavishly designed in art nouveau taste and printed in colors,
by José Maria Roviralta (5), Alejandro de Riquer (4), Evelí
Torent, Ramón Pichot, and Santiago Rusiñol; other illustrations include drawings by Isidre Nonell, Ricard Canals i
Llambí, Ricard Opisso, Darío de Regoyos, and others.
“As a [Modernista illustrated] magazine, ‘Luz’ was the most
53
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homogeneous, free, and original of its time, at least from the
formal point of view. In it there is an almost perfect partnership among the contents; an openly symbolist spirit; and decorative illustration done almost entirely by the editor, Josep
M. Roviralta, and Riquer. By means of the enclosed look, the
narrow vertical format, the two-dimensionality, and the large
monochrome areas formed by inks in cold colors, often blue,
mauve or green, Riquer based his work on the antirealist and
symbolist concept of the texts. ‘Luz’—an emblematic title
since it referred to the mysterious light of the ideal—was a
journal committed to modernity and in particular to Symbolism in Catalonia and Europe, as indicated by its subtitle ‘Arte
Moderno.’ The magazine carried illustrations by Santiago
Rusiñol, Gual, and Riquer, and also raised the Catalan public’s awareness of the work of Eugène Grasset, Pierre Puvis
de Chavannes, and other foreign artists and writers. Nevertheless, the magazine was not solely symbolist in style. Even
though it may seem odd to us—though it was common at the
time, perhaps because of the Decadent style at the turn of
the century and because the magazine was committed to
modernity—we find an article entitled ‘Arte Nuevo’ about
Isidre Nonell and his ‘Miserabilism’ along with ‘España
negra’ (Black Spain) by Émile Verhaeren, ‘tremendista’ notes
from his travels translated from the French with illustrations
by Dario de Regoyos” (Trenc, 2006). Fine condition.
Extremely rare.
Barcelona, 1898.
$7,500.00
Trenc, Eliseu: “Modernista Illustrated Magazines” (in: Robinson, William H., et al. (editors): Barcelona and Modernity:
Picasso, Gaudí, Miró, Dalí [New Haven, 2006], p. 64f.);
Trenc Ballester, Eliseo: Las artes gráficas de la época modernista en Barcelona (Barcelona, 1979), p. 131f.
58
(MAN RAY) Ribemont-Dessaignes, Georges
Man Ray. Portrait gravé sur bois par Georges Aubert. (Peintres Nouveaux.) 63pp. 24 plates and 3 illus. in text. Title-page
vignette. Wraps. with mounted photographic reproduction.
Édition de tête: one of 115 numbered copies on pur fil Lafuma, with a proof on chine of the Aubert wood-engraved portrait as frontispiece. In this edition, the three illustrations in the
text are tipped in, rather than printed on the page, and the format is slightly larger, with different wrappers. The introduction
by Ribemont-Dessaignes (whose name is misspelled on the
front cover) is followed by “Pensées de l’artiste” and extracts
from the press, including remarks by Pierre Mac Orlan and
Robert Desnos. The reproductions include photographs from
“Les champs délicieux” and film stills from Man Ray’s “Emak
Bakia” and “L’étoile de mer.” A fine copy. Rare.
Paris (Gallimard) [1930].
$1,250.00
Dada Global 215 (4th edition); Motherwell/Karpel 344; Pompidou: Dada 1284, illus. p. 745 (4th edition)
59
MAN RAY
Alphabet for Adults. (2)pp., 38 full-page plates (versos blank).
4to. Dec. boards, 1/4 cloth. Edition limited to 500 copies,
printed by Lynton R. Kistler. “To make a new alphabet of the
discarded props of a conversation can only lead to fresh discoveries in language. Concentration is the desired end, as in
an anagram whose density is the measure of its destiny”
(Man Ray, from the preface). A fine copy.
Beverly Hills (Copley Galleries), 1948.
$1,600.00
Reynolds p. 70
57
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4) Another entry card to the exposition, but here printed on
bright pink coated stock; recipients name not supplied.
The great 1884 exhibition included 116 paintings (“Olympia,”
“The Balcony,” and “The Bar at the Folies-Bergère,” unsold at
the time of the artist’s death, were lent by his widow), as well
as watercolors, pastels, prints and drawings. The committee,
under the direction of Antonin Proust and Théodore Duret,
included Burty, Durand-Ruel, Fantin-Latour, de Nittis,
Stevens, Zola and others. Zola’s lengthy preface names
Manet as the great successor to Ingres, Delacroix and
Courbet, though not without a few slighting references to his
technique. Appended at the end is Antonin Proust’s touching
eulogy to the artist, originally delivered at his grave in the
cemetery in Passy. Intemittent wear; the pink card has offset
conspicuously onto the second leaf and half-title.
Paris, 1884.
$2,750.00
Cf. Metropolitan Museum of Art: Manet, 1832-1883 (New
York, 1983), no. 146, p. 370f. (entry by Charles S. Moffett)
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(MANET) Paris. École Nationale des Beaux-Arts
Exposition des oeuvres de Édouard Manet. Janvier 1884.
Préface de Émile Zola. 72pp. Publisher’s green cloth gilt,
signed Carayon (worn). From the library of the artistengraver Henri Guérard, husband of Eva Gonzalès and
friend of Manet, this copy is truffled with four invitation
and entry cards, including one issued by Manet himself
to visit his studio in 1876. Contents as follows:
1) “Mr. Manet prie M[onsieur Gonzalès] de lui faire l’honneur
de venir voir ses tableaux refusés par le Jury de 1876, qui
seront exposés dans son atelier, du 15 Avril au 1er. Mai. De
10 à 5 h. 4, rue St. Pétersbourg, au rez de chaussée.” Engraved card on ivory stock, embossed in gold at the top with
a scroll reading “Faire Vrai Laisser Dire,” the recipient’s name
supplied in pen (a little stained). M. Gonzalès is likely to have
been Eva Gonzalès’ father, Emmanuel Gonzalès, a wellknown writer whose family salon was a meeting place for critics and writers. The painter Eva Gonzalès (1849-1883) was
Manet’s only formal pupil.
Two paintings—”The Artist” (a portrait of Marcellin Desboutin) and “The Laundry”—had been refused for the Salon.
“The double rejection came as a shock, because Manet had
exhibited work at every Salon since 1868. The jury consisted
of fifteen artists, thirteen of whom voted against him; only
Henner and Bonnat dissented.... Manet responded by
exhibiting the two pictures in his studio for two weeks prior to
the opening of the Salon. As he had in his independent exhibition in 1867, he appealed directly to the public and the critics. Invitations were sent out that read: ‘Faire vrai et laisser
dire.’ M. Manet requests the honor of your company to view
his paintings rejected by the jury of 1876.... Despite numerous rude remarks written in the guest book that visitors were
invited to sign, the studio show was a great success. There
were enormous crowds, and after having seen ‘The Laundry’
and ‘The Artist’ several critics assailed the jury’s decision”
(Charles S. Moffett).
2) Invitation to the opening ceremonies of the Manet exposition at the École Nationale des Beaux-Arts in 1884. Henri
Guérard is listed among members of the committee.
3) Entry card to the Manet exposition, made out in pen to
Henri Guérard, printed on heavy blue card stock.
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MARINETTI, F.T.
Les mots en liberté futuristes. 107, (9)pp., including 4 folding
plates. Wraps., printed in red and black. The great masterpiece of Futurist typographic expression; the folding plates
present the most famous of all parole in libertà.
Milano (Edizioni Futuriste di “Poesia”), 1919.
$3,750.00
Salaris p. 48; Falqui p. 45; Taylor p. 110; Andel 44; Spencer
p. 24f.; The Avant-Garde in Print 1.3, 1.4, 4.1; Jentsch p. 328;
Pompidou: Dada 1261
62
(MATHIEU) Looten, Emmanuel
La complainte sauvage. Poème d’Emmanuel Looten, orné de
signes de Georges Mathieu. (52)pp., 3 folding original lithographs by Mathieu. 11 full-page calligraphic embellishments
by Mathieu, printed throughout in red, superimposed on the
text and around it; 14 additional ideogrammatic vignettes in
black, announcing each separate folio. Lithographs range
from 187 x 267 mm. (8 3/8 x 10 1/2 inches) to 537 x 373 mm.
(21 1/8 x 14 3/4 inches). Loosely inserted, a prefatory text,
“Dégagement,” by Tapié, printed on a leaf of pink wove stock.
Very tall narrow 8vo. Wraps. All contents loose, as issued. No.
II of 20 copies hors commerce, from the edition of 50 in all,
printed on Arches C.M.N. 1304 by Louis Jeanrot.
Mathieu’s first illustrated book, published to coincide with his
first solo exhibition, held at the Galerie René Drouin in May
1950. Designed and published by Michel Tapié in his distinctively innovative tall, narrow format, the work was the first of
several collaborations between Looten and art informel artists
orchestrated by Tapié, who had befriended the poet soon
after his arrival in Paris in 1948. Looten and Mathieu continued to work together for some years after this, in staged performance pieces (in which Mathieu would paint, and Looten
write, works on a shared theme, before an audience), and
Mathieu designed sets for Looten’s play “Saga de Lug Hallwynn” produced in Paris in 1955. Mathieu’s brilliant red calligraphic abstractions intend to present “des propositions nouvelles sur les notions de signes, de signifié, de significance,”
as he later wrote in “Au-delà du tachisme.” Together with this,
the checklist/ invitation for Mathieu’s Drouin exhibition (including the Tapié text), and a specimen page of the book, both
folded, and undoubtedly mailed together before the
vernissage. Very fine.
Paris (Michel Tapié), 1950.
$3,500.00
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MAZUR, MICHAEL
The Inferno of Dante. Etchings by Michael Mazur. With
selections from the Italian, translated in an English version
by Robert Pinsky. [Michael Mazur Etchings: L’inferno/
Dante.] 2 vols. (43)ff., 41 original etchings (1 printed in
color), plus 1 additional etching which is signed and numbered in pencil by the artist, loosely inserted, as issued.
Large folio. The bound edition, limited to 25 copies on
Frankfurt White paper, signed and numbered by Mazur in
the colophon (apart from 50 copies in a portfolio edition and
25 sets of the etchings without text). The etchings were
printed by Robert Townsend at R.E. Townsend Editions.
Parallel texts in Italian and English. Red silk boards, 3/4
black leather. Red silk slipcase.
Georgetown, Mass. (Printed by Robert Townsend at R.E.
Townsend Editions) [2001].
$8,000.00
64
(MCCRACKEN) Paris. Galerie Ileana Sonnabend
Mc Cracken. (26)pp., including 7 full-page color plates. 12mo.
Dec. self-wraps. Glassine d.j. McCracken’s first exhibition in
Europe. The text consists of extensive quotations from the
“Carnets de l’artiste” and vita and list of exhibitions. Loosely
inserted, the pink and blue invitation to the vernissage, 18
March 1969.
Paris, 1969.
$225.00
65
(MEIER-THUR) Stramm, August
Welt-Wehe. Ein Schwarzweisspiel in Marmoraetzungen von
Hugo Meier-Thur. (Hamburger Handdrucke. Erstes Buch.)
32ff. 16 full-page original prints (“marble etchings”), incorporating text, printed in black; versos blank. Sm. sq. folio. Selfwraps., secured with colored silk cord, as issued. One of 150
numbered copies reserved for members of the Kunstbund
Hamburg, from the limited edition of 300 in all (the balance
of the edition for Verlag Der Sturm, Berlin). Meier-Thur’s distinctive prints set Stramm’s poem in a dark, visionary netherworld, delineated in white against a black ground with a fantastical delicacy reminiscent almost of Klee. A fine copy.
Hamburg (Werkstatt Lerchenfeld), 1922.
$1,200.00
Lang 238; Pirsich p. 204, no.119; Wilpert-Gühring 13
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MÉNDEZ, LEOPOLDO
25 Prints of Leopoldo Méndez. Introduction by Juan de la
Cabada. 25 original woodcuts, each signed in pencil by the
artist. Sheet size: average 245 x 198 mm. (ca. 9 5/8 x 7 3/4
inches). 4to. Portfolio (burlap, stamped in brown; ribbon ties).
Contents loose, as issued. Édition de tête: one of 50 copies
on Chine, from the limited edition of 100 in all. Parallel texts
in Spanish and English.
A portfolio of revolutionary woodcuts by Leopoldo Méndez
(1902-1969), the dynamic Mexican printmaker and painter.
“Méndez was co-founder in 1934 of the Liga de Escritores y
Artistas Revolucionarios, which operated until 1937. On its
dissolution, he and two other printmakers founded the Taller
de Gráfica Popular, whose plastic arts section he headed and
which he directed until 1952. As an ideologically committed
member of the Mexican Communist Party, he produced outstanding prints in a social realist style, which reflect the problems of social struggle and reveal him as the heir to José
Guadalupe Posada” (Leonor Morales, in the Dictionary of
Art). A fine copy.
México (Le Estampa Mexicana), 1943.
$12,000.00
Caplow, Deborah: Leopoldo Méndez : Revolutionary Art and
the Mexican Print (Austin, 2007); Carrillo Azpeitia, Rafael
(intro.): Leopoldo Méndez: dibujos, grabados, pinturas (México, 1984)
67
MONDRIAN, PIET
Le néo-plasticisme. [Principe de l’équivalence plastique.]
14pp. Sm. 4to. Wraps. One of Mondrian’s most important theoretical statements, written to promote his ideas to a French
public (who could not read his articles in “De Stijl”) and published at his own expense by Léonce Rosenberg. A fine copy.
Paris (Éditions de l’Effort Moderne/ Léonce Rosenberg),
1920.
$1,250.00
Freitag 6646
68
MORPURGO, NELSON
Il fuoco delle piramidi. Liriche parole in libertà, con prefazione
di F.R. Marinetti. 29, (3)pp. Lrg. 8vo. Wraps. An important volume of second generation Futurist parole in libertà, with 11
hectic full-page compositions.
Milano (Edizioni Futuriste di “Poesia”), 1923.
$800.00
Salaris p. 57; Falqui p. 73
69
MUNARI, BRUNO
Le macchine di Munari. (32)pp. Prof. illus. with drawings printed in black and 4 colors. 4to. Dec. boards, 1/4 cloth, with collage design by the artist printed on the front cover.
Munari’s rare first book, with descriptions of absurdist, Dadainfluenced contraptions related to the ‘useless machines’
which he began to produce in 1933. Included are such
devices as an apparatus to pull the tails of lazy dogs, and a
rainshower mechanism to make hiccups more musical. Each
is elaborated on a page of diagrammatically connected colored drawings, part Rube Goldberg, part Picabia, facing a
page of explanation. Boards slightly soiled; inside front hinge
partly shaken, as usual; signature on flyleaf.
Torino (Einaudi), 1942.
$2,250.00
Maffei, Giorgio: Munari: I libri (Milano, 2002), p. 56f.; Tanchis,
Aldo: Bruno Munari (Cambridge, 1987), p. [139]
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MUNARI, BRUNO
Alfabetiere. Facciamo assieme un libro da leggere secondo il
metodo attivo. (36)pp., with separate insert (1 leaf of blue
stock). Prof. illus. Sm. sq. 4to. Wraps.
Torino (Giulio Einaudi), 1960.
$1,350.00
Maffei, Giorgio: Munari: I libri (Milano, 2002), p. 99
71
NEW YORK. D’ARCY GALLERIES
Surrealist Intrusion in the Enchanters’ Domain. Directed by:
André Breton, Marcel Duchamp. Managed by Édouard
Jaguer, José Pierre. Translated from the French by Julien
Levy, Claud Tarnaud. 124pp. Prof. illus. Lrg. 8vo. Dec. wraps.,
designed by Marcel Duchamp. Held from November 28, 1960
to January 14, 1961, this was the last International Surrealist
Exhibition, organized by Breton with the collaboration of
Duchamp, who also assisted in the design of the installation
and the catalogue (the cover design featuring a carotte de
tabac, embossed in pink). A little light wear.
New York, 1960.
$350.00

Schwarz 576; Naumann 8.7; Sheringham Ac640; Pompidou:
Breton p. 423; Biro/Passeron p. 392 (illus.); Rubin 438; Jean:
Autobiography 176; Milano p. 659f.
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PARIS. HÔTEL DROUOT
Vente de sculptures d’Afrique, d’Amérique et d’Océanie. 7
May [1931]. Me. Alph. Bellier commissaire-priseur, assisté de
MM. Ch. Ratton et L. Carré. 30, (2)pp., 8 plates with 29 illus.
4to. Wraps., printed in red and black. Glassine d.j.
A highly important sale, Charles Ratton’s first as expert. One
of the lots illustrated, a Sepik wood sculpture, was bought
from the auction by Picasso. “In 1931, the year of the Exposition Coloniale, Ratton was present at both the Palais Permanent des Colonies, where sculptures from his collection
had been hastily assembled along with others belonging to
Carré, Hessel and Lefèvre, and at the Trocadéro, for the
Exposition Ethnographique des Colonies Françaises.... Also,
of the six public sales where African objects were put up for
auction, three were held with the presence of Ratton and
Carré on the panel of experts: one on May 7, with 114 objects
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sculptures from his collection had been hastily assembled
along with others belonging to Carré, Hessel and Lefèvre, and
at the Trocadéro, for the Exposition Ethnographique des
Colonies Françaises.... Also, of the six public sales where
African objects were put up for auction, three were held with
the presence of Ratton and Carré on the panel of experts: one
on May 7, with 114 objects in the catalog, those on July 2 and
3 with 30 objects belonging to Breton and Éluard, and one on
December 16 with 112 objects that were the property of Miré
and of which some were considered absolute masterpieces.
The preface to the catalogue of this last sale ended with a
confession by its author, Georges-Henri Rivière: ‘Would you
like to know what is in the back of my mind?... A sort of vexation that the Trocadéro is not rich enough to buy this whole
magnificent collection.’ Since only a few buyers in fact turned
up, a number of objects were purchased by the organizers of
the auction. Also in that same year, Ratton published
‘Masques africains’” (Jean-Louis Paudrat, in “Primitivism in
Modern Art”). A mint copy, especially rare thus.
Paris, 1931.
$1,250.00
Gaskin 4437; Rubin, William (ed.): Primitivism in 20th Century Art (New York: MOMA), 1984, p. 163
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in the catalog, those on July 2 and 3 with 30 objects belonging to Breton and Éluard, and one on December 16 with 112
objects that were the property of Miré and of which some were
considered absolute masterpieces” (Jean-Louis Paudrat, in
“Primitivism in Modern Art”). A mint copy, especially rare thus.
Paris, 1931.
$700.00
Gaskin 4439; Rubin, William (ed.): Primitivism in 20th Century Art (New York: MOMA), 1984, p. 163
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PARIS. HÔTEL DROUOT
Collection André Breton et Paul Éluard. Sculptures d’Afrique,
d’Amérique, d’Océanie. Vente, 2-3 July 1931. Me. Alph. Bellier, Commissaire-priseur, assisté de MM. Charles Ratton,
Louis Carré, Georges F. Keller. (6), 50, (4)pp., 24 plates with
more than 100 collotype illus. Double-page map in text. 4to.
Wraps., printed in red and black. Glassine d.j.
An epochal sale, as much in the history of Surrealism as of
non-Western art; a portion of the proceeds was used to
finance “Le Surréalisme au Service de la Révolution.” A mint
copy, especially rare thus.
Paris, 1931.
$1,250.00
Gaskin 4434; cf. Ades p. 276f., nos. 11.60-11.70; Rubin,
William (ed.): Primitivism in 20th Century Art (New York:
MOMA), 1984, p. 163; Pompidou: Breton p. 203
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PARIS. HÔTEL DROUOT
Catalogue de tableaux modernes... appartenant à divers
amateurs, sculptures africaines et océaniennes, collection de
M. Maurice de Vlaminck. Vente, 1 juillet 1937. Commissairepriseur: Me. Alph. Bellier. Experts: pour les tableaux modernes: M. Jos. Hessel; pour les sculptures africaines et
océaniennes: M. Charles Ratton. (24)pp., 10 plates. 4to.
Printed wraps. Glassine d.j. A highly important collection and
sale, Vlaminck having been one of the very earliest and most
seminal collectors of “art nègre” in Paris, beginning, probably,
in the spring of 1906. The catalogue lists 60 lots of African and
Oceanic art (plus 10 more from other unnamed collectors), of
which 16 works are reproduced. “Between 1925 and 1939,
forty auctions with catalogs in which Oceanic objects
appeared were held in Paris. They represent about nine hundred pieces, some of which were put up for sale several times.
The last two prewar auctions were those of Frank Burty Haviland in 1936 and Vlaminck in 1937” (Philippe Peltier, in “Primitivism in 20th Century Art”). Loosely inserted, the original
mailer, with Charles Ratton’s label. A mint copy, especially
rare thus.
Paris, 1937.
$650.00
Gaskin 4475; Rubin, William (ed.): Primitivism in 20th Century Art (New York: MOMA), 1984, p. 122 n. 71
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PARIS. HÔTEL DROUOT
Collection G. de Miré. Sculptures anciennes d’Afrique et
d’Amérique. Vente, 16 décembre [1931]. Me. Alph. Bellier
commissaire-priseur, assisté de MM. Charles Ratton, Louis
Carré. (2), ii, (2), 28, (2)pp., 16 photographic plates (Studio
Deberny et Peignot). 4to. Wraps., printed in green and black,
designed by Jean Picart Le Doux. Glassine d.j. Preface by
Georges-Henri Rivière.
“In 1931, the year of the Exposition Coloniale, Ratton was
present at both the Palais Permanent des Colonies, where
81
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PHOTOGRAPHIE 1940
(116)pp. 91 heliogravure plates (1 trichrome color). 43 illus.
(34 heliogravure). Sm. folio. Dec. wraps., spiral-bound. Plates
of work by Verger, Jahan, Sougez, Blumenfeld, Dahl-Wolfe,
Lukas, Brandt, Alland, Brassai, List, Lynes, Henri, Halsman,
Parry, Albin Guillot, et al. Introduction by André Lejard; “L’humour dans la photographie” ; “Les nouveautés techniques de
l’année photographique” by R. Auvillain. A little intermittent
soiling and wear.
Paris (Arts et Métiers Graphiques), 1939.
$350.00
Chamberlin 2187; Prause p. 61
77
PICABIA, FRANCIS
Poèmes et dessins de la fille née sans mère. 18 dessins - 51
poèmes. 74, (6)pp. 18 full-page line drawings by Picabia in
text. Sm. 4to. Orig. wraps.
A collection of fifty-one poems and eighteen drawings by
Picabia, begun in Martigues in November 1917 and continued in Lausanne the following February, where, suffering
from an attack of nervous depression, he had gone to convalesce. Forbidden by his doctors to paint, Picabia complemented his poems, melancholy meditations on love, death,
and sensation, with spare mechanomorphic abstractions,
themselves composed as much of words as of line. Uncut. A
fine copy.
Lausanne, 1918.
$4,800.00
Dada in Zürich 79 ; Ades 7.21 ; Almanacco Dada p. 435
(illus.); Gershman p. 34; Sanouillet 136; Dada Artifacts 106;
Motherwell/Karpel 322; Rubin p. 235; Lista p. 243; Dachy:
Archives dada p. 475; Tendenzen 3/89 Zürich 336; Pompidou:
Dada 1278, illus. pp. 741, 795; Le Bot, Marc: Francis Picabia
et le crise des valeurs figuratives (Paris, 1968), p. 150ff.
78
PICABIA, FRANCIS
Unique eunuque. Avec un portrait de l’auteur par lui-même et
une préface par Tristan Tzara. (Collection Dada.) 38, (2)pp. 1
line-drawn illus. Printed wraps. One of 1000 numbered copies
on vergé bouffant, from the limited edition of 1025.
Picabia’s long and rather aggressively flip nonsense poem,
published shortly before the first issue of his scurrilous “Cannibale.” This is one of a handful of classic texts issued in the
Collection Dada (Tzara’s ‘Cinéma calendrier du coeur
abstrait,’ Breton and Soupault’s ‘Les champs magnétiques,’
and Picabia’s own ‘Jésus-Christ Rastaquouère’ were others)
which Hans Richter noted “constitute the high-water mark of
literary production in 1920.” A fine copy.
Paris (Au Sans Pareil), 1920.
$1,800.00
Ades 7.24; Dada Global 210; Almanacco Dada p. 436 (illus.);
Gershman p. 34; Sanouillet 142; Motherwell-Karpel 323;
Verkauf p. 103; Richter p. 177; Pompidou: Dada 1281, illus.
pp. 271, 742, 671, 790
79
(PICABIA) Cannes. Chez Fabre
Francis Picabia. Du 20 février au 25 février 1928. 16, (8)pp. 1
tipped-in color plate and 3 full-page drawings by Picabia in text.
4to. Printed wraps. (small portions renewed at edges, backstrip
reinforced within). Prefatory texts by Emil Fabre (“Picabia
1928”) and Emeran C. Du Maine (“Prolegomènes”). This may
be a proof copy, consisting as it does of three uncut folded folio
signatures, loosely inserted in the wrapper. A bit worn. Rare.
Cannes, 1928.
$750.00
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(PICABIA, FRANCIS)
491. 4 mars 1949 [all published]. Rédaction: Michel Tapié. (4)pp.
(single sheet, folding). 27 halftone and line-drawn illus. Superimposed boldface headlines in orange (“Francis Picabia”).
Tabloid large folio, folded 4 times.
“Catalogue in newspaper format issued March 4, 1949, for
Picabia exhibition of 136 works dated 1897-1949. Edited for
Drouin Gallery by Michel Tapié, with contributions by Breton,
Buffet-Picabia, Roché, Tapié, and essay by the artist, ‘50 ans de
plaisir’ “ (Motherwell/Karpel). A little light wear, but an unusually
good copy.
Paris (René Drouin), 1949.
$1,200.00
Gershman p. 52; Motherwell/Karpel 336a
81
(PICASSO) Hugnet, Georges
Pablo Picasso. (8)pp. (single sheet, folding). 6 zincographs
by Picasso, printed in black, of which 3 reworked in copperplate engraving by the artist. Text printed in brown. Oblong
8vo. Self-wraps. One of 174 copies, from the limited edition
of 200 in all. Four such poem plaquettes were issued by
Hugnet in 1940-1941 for clandestine circulation among his
friends in the artistic community and the Resistance; the
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A.E. Gallatin, Balcomb Greene, Eugène Jolas, Charles G.
Shaw, Raoul Hausmann, Wassily Kandinsky, Hans Arp, Kurt
Schwitters, and Georges Hugnet, and a wide range of illustrations by the foregoing, as well as Pevsner, Lissitzky, van
Doesburg, Hausmann, Picabia, Bill, Eggeling, VordembergeGildewart, Moholy-Nagy, Josef Albers, Xceron, Gertrude
Green, Ferren, Holty, Vytlacil, Ernst Schwitters, BjerkePetersen, Kallai, Vantongerloo and others.
No. 2 includes a manifesto of “Dimensionisme” by Charles
Sirato, which is printed on orange stock and loosely inserted,
as an integral part of the issue, not merely a supplement.
Copies complete with this are extremely rare. Cover of No. 1
neatly mended; a little light wear, generally a fine set.
Meudon, 1937-1939.
$5,000.00
Gershman p. 52; Admussen 166; Chevrefils Desbiolles p.
306; Reynolds p. 116

82

others were devoted to, and illustrated by, Duchamp, Miró
and Valentine Hugo. Presentation copy, inscribed “à mon
ami/ Louis Parrot/ de tout coeur/ sur l’horizon/ Georges
Hugnet” on the front cover.
Paris, 1941.
$1,000.00
Goeppert/Goeppert-Frank/Cramer 35; Johnson, Robert
Flynn: Artists’ Books in the Modern Era: The Reva and David
Logan Collection of Illustrated Books, 1870-2000 (San Francisco, 2002), 115; Splendid Pages p. 195;
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PODHAJSKA, M.
Mesice. (4)pp., 18 original woodcuts, of which 12 printed in
colors, all tipped onto textured brown paper mounts. Woodcut
publisher’s device on title-page, printed in grey. Lrg. 4to. Portfolio (publisher’s printed boards). Contents loose, as issued.
Preface by Bedr. Benes-Buchlovan. Edition limited to 200
hand-numbered copies, signed and dated by Podhajska in
the colophon; printed by Jos. Hladky in Buchlovicích,
Moravia.
“The Months,” a suite of 12 color woodcuts, followed by six
woodcuts in black with paired images of the signs of the zodiac (printed two to a sheet). Minka Podhajská (1881-1963),
born in Vienna and a student at the Kunstgewerbeschule,
whose work appeared in “Ver Sacrum” (1902-1903), “Die
Fläche” (1903-1904), and “Hohe Warte,” designed toys for the
Wiener Werkstätte, as well as a range of books, posters,
books and ex-librises during the first World War. She moved
to Prague in 1919, the year in which this album was published, where she was one of the founding members of Artel,
a Czech artists’ consortium comparable to the Wiener Werkstätte. Contemporary Czech ex-libris. A very fine copy.
Praha (Politika) [1919].
$7,500.00

82
PLASTIQUE
Le gérant: S. H. Taeuber [Sophie Taeuber-Arp]. Paris-NewYork. Nos. 1-5, printemps 1937 - 1939 (all published). 2432pp. per issue. Prof. illus. Sm. 4to. Dec. colored wraps. Editors (in varying combinations, depending on the issue):
Sophie Taeuber-Arp, César Domela, Hans Arp, A.E. Gallatin,
and George L.K. Morris.
“‘Plastic’ is a Magazine devoted to the study and appreciation
of Abstract Art; its editors are themselves painters and sculptors identified with the modern movement in Europe and
America. Articles will appear in English, French or German”
(statement in No. 1.) No. 1 is a special issue, “Malewitsch in
Memoriam,” with texts by Malevich, Herta Wescher, G.L.K.
Morris and Sigfried Giedion; No. 3 is largely devoted to
abstract art in America; Nos. 4 and 5 feature, among other
contents, the collaborative ‘novel’ “L’homme qui a perdu son
squelette,” by Hans Arp, Marcel Duchamp, Paul Éluard, Max
Ernst, Georges Hugnet, Henri Pastoureau and Gisèle Prassinos. Throughout the review are other contributions by
Gabrielle Buffet, Hans Richter, Charles Sirato, G.L.K. Morris,
83
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PRASSINOS, GISÈLE
Le revanche. (16)pp. Yellow self-wraps., stitched as issued
with yellow cord. Edition limited to 25 copies on papier Le Roy
Louis teinté Béarn, apart from several copies hors commerce.
Four prose pieces, “La revanche,” “Le russe,” “Trouver sans
chercher,” “Le désir,” together with bibliographical notices.
Very rare.
Paris (Librairie G.L.M.), 1939.
$650.00
85
PRASSINOS, GISÈLE
Le feu maniaque. Notice d’André Breton. Préface et postface
de Paul Éluard. Couverture et illustrations de l’auteur. (Collection “Pour Mes Amis.” 5.) 119, (7)pp. 1 original etching by
Gisèle Prassinos, signed and numbered in pencil, loosely
inserted as issued. 7 full-page illus. by Prassinos. Lrg. 8vo.
Dec. wraps. One of 125 numbered copies on pur fil du Marais,
from the limited edition of 150 in all. Prassinos, a prodigy
whose automatic poems were first published by Breton in
“Minotaure” when she was a girl of fourteen, “combined with
a constant felicity the most preposterous and disconcerting
images” (Nadeau). The title poem of the present collection
was first published by itself in 1935. Presentation copy,
inscribed by Prassinos on the half-title.
Paris (Au dépens de Robert J. Godet), 1944.
$700.00
Gershman p. 36; Biro/Passeron 2387

86
(PUIFORCAT) Herbst, René
Jean Puiforcat, orfèvre sculpteur. 32pp., 64 plates with 82
illus. (1 color). 9 figs. Lrg. 4to. Wraps. Finely printed in gravure
on vélin spécial.
Paris (Flammarion), 1951.
$450.00
87
RENOUARD, PAUL
La danse. Vingt dessins, transposés en harmonies de
couleurs. (8)pp., 20 photo color relief plates, printed in color
on papier de Chine, tipped onto bordered heavy mounts.
Folio. Publisher’s original portfolio of 1/4 cloth, boards blindembossed with a japoniste design of irises. One of 275 numbered copies on Chine, from the limited edition of 295 in all.
Preface by Charles Gillot and Théodore Child, explaining the
adaptation of Renouard’s drawings for this portfolio. “L’artiste
nous a exécuté une suite de dessins en noir et blanc que
nous avons transposés, pour ainsi dire, en harmonies de
couleurs. Dans cette transformation chromatique, nous avons
cherché à exprimer des souvenirs de l’éclairage spécial du
théâtre et des salles de classe de l’Opéra; ou bien empruntant une suggestion de coloration aux fleurs our aux joyaux,
nous avons composés des harmonies tout simplement pour
le plaisir des yeux.” The technical process by which the album
was printed was first invented by the editor’s father Firmin
Gillot, for whom the term “gillotage” was named, and then
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adapted to photography by Charles Gillot by 1875. Paul
Renouard (1845-1924), who designed the ceilings and other
decorations of the Paris Opéra, drew often on contemporary
opera, ballet and theatre—performers and audiences alike—
for his subjects. Van Gogh was a particular admirer of his
work. Title-page browned, otherwise very fine.
Paris (Charles Gillot), 1892.
$3,500.00
Cf. Cate, Philip Dennis & Hitchings, Sinclair Hamilton: The
Color Revolution: Color Lithography in France 1890-1900
(New Burnswick, 1978), p. 4ff.
88
RICHTER, HANS
Dreams That Money Can Buy Produced and directed by:
Hans Richter.... Story by Hans Richter, in cooperation with:
David Vern, Hans Rehfisch, Joseph Freeman.... Objects and
ideas by: Alexander Calder (music by Paul Bowles, ballet;
David Diamond, circus); Marcel Duchamp (music by John
Cage, discs); Max Ernst (music by Paul Bowles, “Desire”);
Fernand Léger (music by John Latouche, “The Girl with the
Prefabricated Heart”); Man Ray (music by Darius Milhaud,
“Ruth, Roses and Revolvers”); Hans Richter (music by Louis
Appelbaum, “Narcissus”). Sets by Hans Richter for Art of this
Century Films, Inc. (28)pp. 30 illus. Sm. 4to. Dec. self-wraps.,
with front cover after Max Ernst. Texts by Louis Appelbaum,
John Cage, Charles R. Hulbeck (Richard Huelsenbeck),
Siegfried Kracauer, James Johnson Sweeney, Man Ray and
others. Layout by Frederick Kiesler. The program for this
classic of Surrealist experimental film, with its extraordinary
galaxy of participants. A little light wear.
New York, 1947.
$750.00
Gershman p. 39; Biro/Passeron p. 133; Jean p. 330

89
ROT, DIETER
Noch mehr Scheisse. Eine Nachlese. De book of thorn & eth
being footnotes to “sweethearts” and other things, by Emmett
Williams. 99, (3)pp. Sm. 4to. Printed wraps. (light wear). Edition limited to 500 hand-numbered copies, rubber-stamped by
hand with the signature of Rot and the seal of Emmett
Williams. Printed in Reykjavík by Jóns Helgasonar.
Unopened.
Stuttgart (H.J. Mayer), 1968.
$400.00
Dobke, Dirk: Dieter Roth Books + Multiples: Catalogue
Raisonné (Stuttgart, 2004), p. 173
90
SALMON, ANDRÉ
Peindre. Avec un portrait inédit de l’auteur par Pablo Picasso.
56, (4)pp. Collotype frontis. portrait by Picasso. Lrg. 8vo. Pink
wraps. Glassine d.j. Édition de tête: one of 40 numbered
copies on papier feutré de Corée, from the limited edition of
900 in all. Poems on painting, written between December
1918 and June 1920.
Paris (Éditions de La Sirène), 1924.
$850.00
91
SCHREYER, LOTHAR
Die fremde Blume. Ein blutender Kelch/ Blüht in die Welt/ Die
fremde Blume/ Blutsamen/ Verschüttet in Dürre. Original
drawing in pen and ink and orange, blue, and grey-green
watercolor, over traces of pencil, on wove vellum paper,
signed and dated in pencil at lower right. 305 x 304 mm. (ca.
12 x 12 inches). This poem/watercolor dates from 1921,
Schreyer’s first year on the Bauhaus faculty. Appointed to
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teach arts and crafts, he was primarily involved with the theatre, directing the stage workshop there until 1923, when (as
Oscar Schlemmer put it) the “sacral Expressionism” of his
productions made it apparent that his was not altogether a
Bauhaus sensibility. Like Schreyer’s grand dramaturgic livre
d’artiste, “Kreuzigung” of the year before, this inscription is an
essential expression of Christian mysticism in abstract terms,
its letters pivoting like keys in the lock of its meaning; though
here there is also, perhaps, a suggestion of Bauhaus weaving designs. A little foxing, primarily in upper margin, and at
upper left edge.
[Hamburg/Weimar], 1921.
$9,500.00
92
SCHWITTERS, KURT
Anna Blume. Dichtungen. (Die Silbergõule. Band 39-40.) 37,
(11)pp. Sm. 4to. Orig. wraps. First issue of the first edition,
with Schwitters’ splendid design on the front cover, printed in
red and black on green stock. “Like today’s Pop artists,
Schwitters does not consider himself one apart from the bourgeois world: he is Anna Blume, even as he makes fun of her,
just as he is the “Blue Bird” (a title that might well derive from
a sentimental cabaret song of the twenties)” (William Rubin,
in 1968). A little light wear.
Hannover (Paul Steegemann), 1919.
$1,500.00
Schmalenbach/Bolliger 1; Dada Global 121; Ades 6.34; Andel
80; Motherwell/Karpel 366; Verkauf p. 104
93
SCHWITTERS, KURT
Sturm-Bilderbuch IV. Introduction by Otto Nebel. (Sturm
Bilderbücher. IV.) 32pp. 15 full-page plates of rubber-stamp,
collage and hand-drawn compositions by Schwitters, alternating with 15 poems by him. Lrg. 4to. Printed self-wraps.
One of the most beautiful Schwitters publications, an artist’s
book still remarkably fresh. Discussing the rubber-stamp
drawings as a whole, Werner Schmalenbach comments that
“The charm of these sheets is in their rhythm, the humor of
association, and in general the naïve delight in printing with
rubber stamps. In his introduction to the ‘Sturm-Bilderbuch’
devoted to Schwitters, Otto Nebel wrote: ‘Numbers and letters remain purely pictorial. Their sense is artistically irrelevant. In itself, writing is the graphic outline of a word. In the
Merz-picture writing becomes the wordless sound of pure
line. Sense has been weeded out.’ And yet it must be noted
that the ‘sense’ constitutes a fundamental charm of these
rubber-stamp drawings…. The artist’s pleasure in nonsense
determines the wording of the legends even when it has been
subordinated to the optical effect.” Wrappers slightly browned
at extremities, little chip at one side of back cover.
Berlin (Verlag Der Sturm) [1920].
$8,500.00
Schmalenbach/Bolliger 2, p. 107f.; Elderfield p. 46; “Typographie kann unter Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt Schwitters
Typographie und Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden, 1990), p. 44;
Dada Global 125; Motherwell/Karpel 384; Verkauf p. 182;
Raabe/Hannich-Bode 273.3; Düsseldorf 509; Zürich 343;
Pompidou: Dada 1408; Andel, Jaroslav: Avant-Garde Page
Design 1900-1950 (New York, 2002), no. 155
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after Schwitters, Lissitzky, Braque, Dexel, Gropius, Arp,
Höch, and Charchoune. Horizontal fold with small breaks and
old tape stain at one side of front cover; other small chips and
losses, as is usual with this especially fragile issue.
Hannover (Merzverlag), 1924.
$5,000.00
Schmalenbach/Bolliger 238; “Typographie kann unter
Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt Schwitters Typographie und
Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden, 1990) 16; DadaGlobal 112;
Ades p. 130; Gershman p. 51; Motherwell/Karpel 78; Verkauf
p. 180; Rubin 469; Pompidou: Dada 1385, illus. p. 688.4
95
SCHWITTERS, KURT
“Sehr geehrter Herr! BISMARCK pflegte zu sagen: ‘Das Bier
verfehlt seines Zweck, wenn es nicht getrunken wird’....”
Postcard, printed in black, with text and graphic advertising
layouts, on cream-colored stock; verso blank. 105 x 147 mm.
(ca. 4 1/8 x 5 3/4 inches).
One of Schwitters’ most complex commercial designs, a mailer for his own Merz Werbe soliciting graphic design work of all
kinds: newspaper ads, brochures, stationery and packaging,
window displays, and other jobs. At left are reproduced sample advertisements which Schwitters designed for two local
Hannover companies, Buchheister and J.C. Herhold.
Beneath these, the slogan “Good advertising is cheap,” and
remarks that a little bit of high-quality advertising is far more
effective than a whole program of awkward or inappropriate
ads. At lower right the triangular signet of Merz Werbezentrale. Vertical foldline at center, small crease at corner.
Hannover [circa 1926].
$4,500.00
“Typographie kann unter Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt
Schwitters Typographie und Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden,
1990) 43

94
SCHWITTERS, KURT
Merz. Band 2, Nr. 7 [No. 7. Tapsheft.] Januar 1924. Redaktion
des Merzverlages: Kurt Schwitters. (8)pp. 8 line-drawn and
halftone illus. Lrg. 4to. Orig. pale green self-wraps. Texts by
Schwitters, Spengemann, “Baaader,” and Tzara. Illus. by and
93
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98
SOFFICI, ARDEGNO
Primi principí di una estetica futurista. 96pp. Publisher’s yellow wraps. An abridged version of these essays originally
appeared in “La Voce” in 1916. Unopened. Very scarce.
Firenze (Vallecchi), 1920.
$750.00
Salaris p. 67
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(SCHWITTERS) Wiesbaden. Nassauischer Kunstverein
Plakatausstellung. Juni 1928 im Neuen Museum. Poster,
printed in red and black on lightweight buff-colored wove
stock. 477 x 650 mm. (ca. 18 3/4 x 25 1/2 inches). Set in
Schwitters’ customary Balkenschrift, a blocky sans-serif face
(which Robert Michel is also known to have used on occasion), the title in brilliant red, this poster is included among
Schwitters’ works in the Wiesbaden catalogue, though the
attribution cannot be documented. A bright, fresh copy.
Extremely rare.
Wiesbaden, 1928.
$18,500.00
“Typographie kann unter Umständen Kunst sein”: Kurt
Schwitters Typographie und Werbegestaltung (Wiesbaden,
1990), no. 89, color plate 57
97
SCHWITTERS, KURT
Wir zeigen Werbegraphik. Poster, printed in orange and black
offset, with text and photomontage incorporating 14 photographic portraits. 625 x 338 mm. (ca. 24 3/4 x 15 1/4 inches),
printed on coated card stock.
Designed for the exhibition at the Handelsmuseum, Hannover. Schwitters himself is included at upper left, along with
thirteen other designers affiliated with the Bund des
Gebrauchsgraphiker. Schwitters was a founding member of
the Ring 'Neue Werbegestalter,' having worked as a designer
for the Pelikan firm earlier in the decade. In 1929, he was
retained by the Magistrat of the city of Hannover to coordinate
municipal typography and graphic design.
The poster is discussed in the Hannover Stadtbibliothek catalogue, "Der Typograph Kurt Schwitters" under the heading
"Kurt Schwitters als Gebrauchs- und Werbegraphiker in Hannover": "Um das optische Zentrum des Plakats (eine runde
rote Scheibe mit dem Signet des Bundes des Gebrauchsgraphiker in der Mitte) sind Fotos Hannoverscher Graphiker
angeordnet: Metzig, Heseler, Harter, Prelle, Hildebrand,
Huch, Dröge, Rademacher, Horrmeyer, Hesse, Schacht,
Schwitters, Reinstein, Peffer (im Uhrzeigersinn gelesen)." A
very fine copy.
Hannover [circa 1930].
$25,000.00
Schwitters-Archiv der Stadtbibliothek Hannover: Bestandsverzeichnis: Nachtrag 1987, no. 310; Hannover. Stadtbibliothek. Der Typograph Kurt Schwitters. Begleitheft zur Ausstellung (Hannover, 1987), B1
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SOUPAULT, PHILIPPE
Aquarium. (24)pp. Oblong 8vo. Wraps., stitched as issued.
Glassine d.j. Édition de tête: one of 15 copies on japon
impérial designated I-XV, boldly signed in pen by Soupault,
from the limited edition of 235 in all. Soupault’s privately printed
first book, a slender gathering of poems—some of them calligrams—dating from the year Apollinaire first published his
work in “SIC” (under a pseudonym) and introduced him to
Breton, who in turn introduced him to Aragon. “Aquarium” was
the first book published by any of the triumverate.
Paris (Imprimé par Paul Birault [The Author]), 1917.
$3,000.00
Gershman p. 42; Sanouillet 177; Biro/Passeron p. 385;
Verkauf p. 182
100
LE SURRÉALISME RÉVOLUTIONNAIRE
Revue bimestrielle publiée par le Bureau International du Surréalisme-Révolutionnaire. Comité directeur: Noël Arnaud,
Christian Dotremont, Asger Jorn, Zdenek Lorenc. No. 1,
mars-avril 1948 (all published). 36pp., unbound, loosely
inserted within wrapper, as issued. Prof. illus. 4to. Wraps.,
printed in yellow, red and blue. Texts and illustrations by
Achille Chavée, Dotremont, Marcel Broodthaers (“Projet pour
un film”), Jean Laude, Max Bucaille, Tristan Tzara (“Parler
seul,” extracts from “Le surréalisme et l’après-guerre”), Noël
Arnaud, Richard Mortensen, Édouard Jaguer, Raymond Queneau, et al.
The only issue of the eponymous review of the international
group Le Surréalisme-Révolutionnaire, founded in Brussels
by Christian Dotremont and in Paris by Noël Arnaud. “A l’instar de Breton dans des années 30, le Surréalisme-révolutionnaire c’est efforcé de concilier les nécessités d’une action
révolutionnaire cohérente fondée sur le marxisme-léninisme—le parti communiste étant ‘reconnu comme seule
instance révolutionnaire’—et la liberté de recherche et d’expression spécifiques du Surréalisme...” (Noël Arnaud, in
Biro/Passeron). Condemned by both Breton and the Communist Party, the group collapsed within a year and a half of its
founding, but can be credited with opening up the Surrealist
movement to new forms of abstraction and experimentation.
In January of this year, in Brussels, the group also published
a “Bulletin international du Surréalisme-révolutionnaire.”
Paris, 1948.
$650.00
Gershman p. 53; Biro/Passeron p. 391; Milano p. 581
101
SZITTYA, EMIL
Le paysage français. (Collection “Problèmes d’Art.”) 76,
(2)pp. 32 plates in text. Sm. 4to. Wraps.
Paris (Éditions “Ars”), 1929.
$225.00
102
(TAMAYO) Péret, Benjamin
Air méxicain. (38)pp. 4 original color lithographs by Tamayo
hors texte, printed in red, black, yellow and blue. 2 large
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Mesoamerican ornaments designed by Tamayo, printed in
pink, superimposed (29 times in all) on the leaves of text. Sm.
4to. Portfolio (dec. wraps.). Publisher’s slipcase (boards).
Contents loose, as issued. One of 229 copies on Rives, from
the limited edition of 274 in all.
“For Péret, all forces participate in a vast struggle in which
their potential metamorphosis, their fluctuating dynamism,
may prove to be beneficial. Tamayo selects stages in an epic
movement representing the rise and fall of the Aztec civilization, but he omits the call to revolution, which extends to all
continents and people. Tamayo does not join Péret’s appeal
linking surrealism and revolution, but chronicles in apocalyptic terms the myth that is embedded in the poem and surfaces in various ways in so many of his paintingst” (Hubert).
A very fine copy.
[Paris] (Librairie Arcanes), 1952.
$1,500.00
Johnson, Robert Flynn: Artists’ Books in the Modern Era

1870-2000, no. 132; Gershman p. 33; Biro/Passeron 2265;
Hubert pp. 243-255; El Surrealismo entre Viejo y Nuevo
Mundo (Las Palmas, 1989), p. 305; Milano p. 657
103
(TAPIÉ) Jausion, Jean
Polyphème. Ou l’escadron bleu. Poëme. 10 dessins de
Michel Tapié. (40)pp., printed on tan, green, yellow and pink
stocks, secured with cord, as issued. Tall narrow 8vo. Publisher’s wraps. Glassine d.j. One of 200 hand-numbered
copies, from the edition of 225 in all. Tapié’s design, with its
colored stocks and stencilled typography, is characteristic of
his work for the short-lived and multifarious review “Réverbères” of 1938-1939, which published this (and Tzara’s “La
deuxième aventure céleste de M. Antipyrine”). Ex-libris Pierre
Cheymol. A very fine copy.
Paris (Éditions des Réverbères), 1939.
$850.00
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(TOGORES) Hertz, Henri
Le guignol horizontal. Illustré de lithographies par José de
Togorès. (34)pp., 4 original lithographs (3 printed in color).
Sm. 4to. Wraps. Glassine d.j. One of 100 numbered copies
on uncut Arches, signed in pen by Hertz and Togorès in the
justification, from the limited edition of 112 in all. This was
the thirteenth book published by Éditions Kahnweiler and
the Galerie Simon. The Catalan painter and filmmaker
Togorès (1893-1970) had been brought to Kahnweiler’s
attention by Max Jacob, and his solo show at the Galerie
Simon, in February 1922, was in fact the gallery’s very first
exhibition; it sold extremely well, according to Kahnweiler. A
mint copy.
Paris (Éditions de la Galerie Simon), 1923.
$1,250.00
Hugues, Jean (ed.): 50 ans d’édition de D.-H. Kahnweiler
(Paris, 1959), p. 13; Centre Georges Pompidou: Daniel-Henry
Kahnweiler, marchand, éditeur, écrivain (Paris, 1984), p. 183
105
TORNE-ESQUIUS [PERE]
Els dolços indrets de Catalunya. Colecció de dibuxos, ab
una “Presentació” de Joan Maragall y una “Historia d’aquest llibre” per F. Sitja. xii, (6)pp., 39 plates (29 with additions
printed in color). Title-page and colophon printed in red and
black; 1 lettrine in red. Onlong 4to. Publisher’s dec. blue
boards, printed in yellow and black with designs by TorneEsquius.
An album of drawings of the simple houses and gardens of
rural Catalunya, together with vistas of the landscape, by
Pere Torne-Esquius (1879-1936), an important figure in the
transition between Modernismo and Catalan Noucentismo.
The style of the work is strikingly close to international Secessionist design, particularly that of Josef Hoffmann and the
Wiener Werkstätte, while its focus on folk art aspects of the
interiors calls to mind a range of figures from Carl Larsson to
Gabriele Münter. Born in Barcelona, Torne-Esquius moved to
Paris in 1905, working for satirical journals, as well as for the

Spanish press and publishing houses, and after that to the
Oise, where he remained for the rest of his life. His work was
shown in group exhibitions at the vanguard Galerie Dalmau in
Barcelona, in 1913 and 1916. “Els dolços indrets de Catalunya” was printed by the distinguished Spanish firm Oliva, in an
unstated edition recently established at under 500 copies. A
little light browning; a fine copy.
Barcelona (Vilanova y Geltrú), 1910.
$3,000.00
Barjau, Santi & Oliva Pascuet, Víctor: Barcelona, art i aventura del llibre: la imprenta Oliva de Vilanova (Barcelona,
2002), p. 256
106
(TOYEN) Marcanova, Zdenka
Nás svet. S obrázky Toyen. (24)pp., including 12 full-page
color plates by Toyen incorporating text. Title-page in color,
with colored index of subjects. Oblong 4to. Dec. boards (the
front cover a montage of several of the plates within), 1/4
cloth. Typography and design by Ladislav Sutnar.
“Our World,” a children’s book by Toyen, focusing on the simple mechanical things of modern life: cars, autobuses, gramophones, trams, telephones, typewriters, blimps, planes, printing presses. The brightly colored but dreamlike illustrations
subtly correspond to the Surrealist mood of Toyen’s drawing
cycles in the later 1930s and ‘40s. Light wear to corners of the
covers; a fine copy, particularly of this children’s book. No
copy on OCLC. Rare.
Prague (Druzstevni pace), n.d. [1934].
$5,000.00
Srp, Karl: Toyen (Prague, 2000), p. 130f. (illus.); Bydzovská,
Lenka & Srp, Karel: Knihy s Toyen (Prague, 2003), no. 193,
illus. 78-81; Janáková, Iva (ed.): Ladislav Sutnar—Praha,
New York: Design in Action (Prague, 2003), no. 136 (illus.)
107
(TOYEN) Heisler, Jindrich
Cache-toi guerre! Cycle de neuf dessins. Poème de J. Heisler.
(4)pp. (single sheet, folding), 9 heliogravure (“intagliotype”)
plates of drawings. All contents loose in portfolio pocket, as
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issued. Folio. Boards, 1/4 cloth, with printed label on front
cover. Edition limited to 300 hand-numbered copies, published in May 1947; drawn in 1944, it was first published in
Prague in 1946 as “Schovej se, válko!”
“After Styrsky died in 1942, Toyen remained the most important proponent of Surrealist painting in Czechoslovakia. Her
life, and to a large extent her art, became linked to a newer
member of the Prague Surrealist group, Jindrich Heisler.
They had begun to collaborate as artists in 1939, when
Heisler wrote poetic texts for the publication of ‘Spectres of
the Desert’ and Toyen illustrated his collection ‘Kestrels’
(‘Postolky’), which because of the Nazi occupation had to be
published illegally. This inspired collaboration continued during the war. Toyen illustrated Heisler’s book of poems, ‘The
Shooting Gallery’ (‘Strelnice,’ 1939-40) and ‘Hide! War!’
(‘Schovej se, válko!’). In these works both her aggression and
her boundless despair are given free rein. These shocking
drawings are executed in the impersonal style of textbook
illustrations, but they are allegorical parables of the apocalyptic horrors of World War II, projected in ‘The Shooting Gallery’
into the world of children’s games, and in ‘Hide! War!’ into a
world devastated by conflict, a world of abandoned things,
fragments, and monstrous skeletons” (Frantisek Smejkal, in
“Czech Modernism, 1900-1945).
“The psychic desert imposed upon Toyen’s shooting gallery is
realized with even more frightening clarity in ‘Hide Yourself
War!’ Now it is as if a black wind of destruction has blown
across the land, shredding the flesh from human bones and
sending schools of fish and flocks of birds into panicked flight.
Fantasy and reality meet in these drawings, not on Lautréamont’s dissecting table, but in a psychic desert that has
become the playing field for man’s most inhumane impulses.
There are few other places in Surrealist art where the meeting of the real and the unreal so powerfully challenges our
perceptions and our understanding” (Chadwick).
Presentation copy, handsomely inscribed “à Marcel Jean
amicalement/ Toyen/ Paris, 22.iv. 48” in ink in the center of
the title-page. A little very light wear to the portfolio; an exceptionally fine, fresh copy. Rare.
[Paris, 1947.]
$3,500.00
Cf. Houston. Museum of Fine Arts: Czech Modernism, 19001945 (1989), pp. 79 (illus.), 82; Chadwick, Whitney: Women
Artists and the Surrealist Movement (Boston, 1985), p. 233;
Biro/Passeron p. 406; Reynolds p. 78 (illus.); La planète
affolée: Surréalisme, dispersion et influences, 1938-1947
(Marseille, 1986), p. 19239; Milano p. 655
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391. No. 12. Paris. Mars 1920
[Francis Picabia, editor.] (6)pp. 3 illus. by Picabia, including
““Tableau Dada par Marcel Duchamp” (after Duchamp), “La
Sainte-Vierge” (full-page ink-blot composition) and the line
drawing “Malhabie ingénieuse.” Texts by Paul Éluard, Picabia
(“Manifeste Dada,” “Les hommes sont épuisés par l’art,” “¡.!:,...”, “C’est Tristan Tzara le calicot...,” “Sperme cheminée”),
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes (“Section Dorée,” “Un prompt
tu”), Tristan Tzara (“Que voulez-vous?” “Lettre anonyme”),
Val Serner (aphorism), André Breton (“Terre de couleur”),
Philippe Soupault (“Règlements”), Louis Aragon (“Poésie”),
Paul Dermée (“Bout à Bout,” “Premier et dernier rapport du
secrétaire de la Section d’Or excommuniés”), Céline Arnauld
(“Sous-marin”), Marguerite Buffet (“Concierge Téléphone”).
“Duchamp had spent the latter part of 1919 with Picabia,
before returning to New York in January 1920, and dating
from this visit are ‘LHOOQ’ (Mona Lisa with moustache and
beard) and the ‘hand-made ready-made’ Tzank cheque,
meticulously drawn by hand and given to his dentist in payment, which Picabia reproduced in ‘Cannibale’ no. 1....
Picabia also did a version of ‘LHOOQ’ on the cover of ‘391’
no. 12, under the heading ‘Tableau Dada par Marcel
Duchamp,’ in which he omitted the beard by mistake; on the
following page, he reproduced his own ‘Sainte Vierge,’ an ink
blot, clearly intended to be a companion piece in blasphemy.
Reproduction of other works, like ‘To be looked at...’ were
later sent from New York. This twelfth issue also contains an
important step in Dada’s break with the avant-garde—its
expulsion, during a turbulent meeting, from the re-convened
‘Section d’Or’” (Ades). Light browning, small tear at intersection of the folds, at center; small tear and trace of postal cancellation on p. 1; a very good copy of this very rare issue,
which is usually found in poor state.
Paris, 1920.
$8,000.00
Dada Global 166; Ades p. 152f., illus. p. 144; Almanacco
Dada 160; Chevrefils Desbiolles p. 316; Sanouillet 257; Motherwell/Karpel 86; Verkauf p. 183; Andel, Jaroslav: AvantGarde Page Design 1900-1950, pl. 149; Dada Artifacts 101;
Düsseldorf 247; Zürich 396; Pompidou: Dadda 1340, illus. pp.
68, 558, 1019; Washington: Dada pl. 317
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(color illus. p. 37); Dada Spectrum p. 275; Dada Artifacts 9;
Düsseldorf 107; Zürich 348; Pompidou: Dada 1309, illus. pp. 270,
537; Washington: Dada pl. 6; Andel 65; Andel: Avant-Garde Page
Design 1900-1950, pl. 134; Tendenzen 3/45; The Artist and the
Book 135; Castleman p. 176; Manet to Hockney 39
110
(UBAC) Bryen, Camille & Baranger, Henri
Affichez vos poèmes. Affichez vos images. Broadside, printed
on recto only, with a photograph by Raoul Ubac (credited to
the pseudonymous Raoul Michelet), set between two erotic
poems by Bryen and Baranger. 261 x 326 mm. (ca. 10 1/4 x
12 3/4 inches). Ubac’s ‘irrational,’ quasi-erotic image is a
close-up of a woman holding between her teeth an unidentified dangling object, in the manner of Matthew Barney. “In
Paris, under the pen name Raoul Michelet, Ubac published a
small book of poems and photographs with Camille Bryen,
‘Actuation poétique’ (1934). He had met Bryen at an exhibition of his own photomontages at the Galerie Gravitations
earlier in 1934. The two men then joined to exhibit in unusual
places ‘automatist’ objects made by Bryen, and to plaster the
walls of Paris with their poems and photographs in poster
form” (“L’amour fou”). One side slightly creased at edge.
[Paris, 1935.]
$950.00
Krauss, Rosalind & Livingston, Jane: L’amour fou: Photography and Surrealism (New York, 1985), p. 236; Poésure et
peintrie p. 208 (illus.)
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TZARA, TRISTAN
La première aventure céléste [sic] de Mr. Antipyrine. Avec des
bois gravés et coloriés par Marcel Janco. (Collection Dada.)
(16)pp. 8 original color linocuts, of which 6 full-page in teal
blue and black, and 2 other in black (front cover and cul-delampe illustration), printed on uncut fine laid paper. Image
size: 170 x 90 mm. (6 3/4 x 3 1/2 inches). Sm. 4to. Orig. grey
wraps., with handcut typography on front cover, reproduced
from a woodcut design by Janco.
Dated 28 July 1916 in the justification, this is the first publication of the Collection Dada and possibly the first Dada imprint;
it is also the first book of Tristan Tzara, then nineteen years
old. Mr. Antipyrine takes his name from a now forgotten patent
medicine which Tzara found helpful for his migraines (and
not, as is sometimes said, from a type of fire extinguisher). Its
contents contain a selection of his early verse, African chants,
and the first Dada manifesto, included by Tzara under his own
name rather than that of one of his characters (“Dada est
notre intensité.... Dada est l’art sans pantouffles ni parallèle...”). Wrappers a little worn, with small loss at lower front
cover where stamp removed at the price; internally very fresh
and bright.
Zürich (Collection Dada), 1916.
$15,000.00
Harwood 1; Berggruen 1; Ilk, Michael: Marcel Janco: Das
graphische Werk (Ludwigshafen, 2001), CR1-8, pp. 11ff, 77f.;
Gershman p.43; Dada in Zürich 81; Almanacco Dada illus. p.
461; Motherwell/Karpel 414; Verkauf p. 183; Dachy p. 38
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(UBAC) Bryen, Camille & Michelet, Raoul
Actuation poétique. Suivie d’examples par Camille Bryen et
Raoul Michelet. 22pp. 6 full-page tipped-in plates, of which 5
hors texte of photographs and photocollages by Ubac, and 1
of a drawing by Bryen. Lrg. 8vo. Wraps. (light wear). Uncut.
“‘L’art est le moyen d’amener au jour certaines révélations
des profondeurs.... Toutes les techniques sont valables dans
la mesure où elles sont subordonnées à cette recherche.

112
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Pour ma part, j’ai adopté les moyens photographiques, dont
les techniques impersonnelles me séduisaient bien plus que
dessin ou peinture pour montrer les aspects insolites du réel.’
Ubac réalise alors des brûlages (‘La nébuleuse,’ 1939), des
solarisations (‘Combat de Penthélisée,’ 1937), des collages. Il
est proche ami des poètes: Gilbert-Lecomte, qui lui révèle le
fait religieux et la pensée traditionelle; Bryen, avec lequel il
publie ‘L’actuation poétique’ (sous le pseudonym de Raoul
Michelet), Éluard, Scutenaire, Lescure...—qu’il illustrera tous”
(Jean-Clarence Lambert, in Biro/Passeron).
Paris (Éditions René Debresse), 1935.
$1,500.00
Biro/Passeron p. 415; Reynolds p. 22
112
(UBAC) Bryen, Camille
L’aventure des objets. Avant-propos de J.-H. Levesque.
16pp., 8 photographic plates, by Raoul Ubac. Wraps., mounted with 1 additional photographic plate. Edition limited to 300
numbered copies.
“[Bryen] crée aussi des assemblages d’objets insolites qui
poursuivent leur ‘aventure.’ En 1937, dans sa conférence sur
‘l’aventure des objets,’ (texte qu’il publie la même année), il
décrit ses expériences plastiques en tenant de les interpréter
lucidement. Avec humour, il appelle certains de ses objets ses
‘bryoscopies’” (Biro/Passeron). Bryen had previously collaborated with Ubac on a small book of poems and photographs
in 1934, “Actuation poétique.” Here Ubac participates under
the pseudonym Ubac Michelet. Light browning. Presentation
copy, inscribed in pencil on the title-page “A René de Sollier/ cette aventure/ dans laquelle il verra sans doute une
vaporisation/ du moi, amicalement/ C. Bryen.”
Paris (Collection Orbes), 1937.
$1,750.00
Biro/Passeron p. 70

113
(UBAC) Crégut, Robert
Le trou de serrure. Nouvelles illustrés par Ubac. (Club du
Soleil Noir.) 152, (6)pp. 7 full-page illus. by Ubac. Dec. wraps.
(with design by Ubac). Publisher’s slipcase (black boards).
One of 175 numbered copies on offset Sirène Arjomari, with
an original color etching by Ubac, signed and numbered in
pencil, loosely inserted as issued, from the edition of 242 in
all. A collection of seven short stories by Crégut—praised by
Sartre, Péret, Leiris, and others in the postwar Surrealist
ambit—written between 1964 and 1966, after over a decade
of silence. The striking Ubac etching is printed in extremely
high relief. An unopened copy; small repair on front cover.
Paris (Le Soleil Noir), 1968.
$1,250.00
114
(VELDE) Elskamp, Max
Salutations, dont d’angéliques. Réhaussées à la couverture
d’une ornementation par Henry van de Velde. 76, (6)pp. Sm.
4to. Boards with gilt morocco label. Orig. dec. wraps., both
covers printed in blue with designs by van de Velde, bound in.
One of 200 numbered copies on hollande van Gelder, from
the limited edition of 203 in all. Presentation copy, inscribed
to the Symbolist poet Francis Viélé-Griffin, “admiratif hommage./ Max Elskamp”—in the center of the second leaf.
Apart from its literary interest, the book is a key monument in
fin-de-siècle graphic art, designed by van de Velde at the
same time he was working on the layout and ornamentation
of the new Flemish journal “Van Nu en Straks.” “This cover,
with its bold and rhythmical curvilinear design and the unconventional lettering, which have a movement of their own, are
in perfect unity but are entirely abstract” (Peter A. Wick, in
“Turn of a Century”). The typography of its title-page is also a
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striking anticipation of Mallarmé’s “Un coup de dès” of 1897.
This copy has the second distinction of being from the library
of Paul Éluard, with his ex-libris designed by Max Ernst:
a fascinating, if fortuitous, correspondence of style. A fine
copy.
Bruxelles (Paul Lacomblez), 1893.
$3,200.00
Houghton Library, Harvard University: Turn of a Century,
1885-1910 (Cambridge, 1970) 81; Goddard, Stephen H. (ed.):
Les XX and the Belgian Avant-Garde: Prints, Drawings and
Books ca. 1890 (Lawrence, 1992), no.136
115
WIJDEVELD, H. TH., et al.
Académie Européenne “Mediterranée.” Architecture, peinture, sculpture et céramique, textiles, typographie, théâtre,
musique et danse, photographie et cinéma. [By:] Wijdeveld,
Amsterdam; Mendelsohn, Berlin; Ozenfant, Paris. (30)pp.
Colored map on the title-page; 12 halftone plates in text.
Oblong 4to. Printed boards.
The prospectus for a remarkable plan for a European communitarian academy of art and architecture, promoted, and
nearly realized, in the early 1930s by the Dutch architect and
writer Hendrik Th. Wijdeveld, in collaboration with Erich
Mendelsohn and Amédée Ozenfant. Initially modelled closely on the Bauhaus, with an emphasis on the relationship
between art and industry, the Academy was soon reconceived on a basis closer to classical art traditions, largely
under the influence of Ozenfant, who persuaded his collaborators to situate it in the south of France, on the Côte d’Azur.
With support from a glittering roster of architects, artists and
intellectuals, Wijdeveld assembled a faculty that, in addition
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to Mendelsohn (who was to teach Architecture) and Ozenfant
(Painting), included Serge Chermayeff (Interior Architecture),
Eric Gill (Typography), Pablo Gargallo (Sculpture), Paul
Bonifas (Ceramics) and Paul Hindemith (Music); Wijdeveld
himself was to teach Theatre. Mendelsohn, however, proved
to be the key figure in the enterprise, and his decision, in
1933, to move instead to England led to the withdrawal of
Ozenfant and Chermayeff, and to the dissolution of the Academy’s prospects. In 1934, a fire at at the property in Cavalière, where Wijdeveld had moved with his family and a handful of students in an attempt to start up the project, put an end
to them entirely.
This prospectus, designed in the characteristic square format Wijdeveld used for “Wendingen,” opens with a preamble signed by Wijdeveld, Mendelsohn and Ozenfant, and
goes on to announce the Academy’s faculty, taking care to
identify its pan-European origins. Following a description of
the general program are page-long statements by Mendelsohn, Ozenfant, Gargallo, Chermayeff, Bonifas, Gill, Hindemith, and Wijdeveld, on the aims of their respective curricula. The publication concludes with a lofty description of
the Academy’s seaside setting, matching the idyllic fullpage photographs of coastal gardens and terraces placed
throughout the volume, as well as general remarks on
course requirements and the use of studios, and a list of
faculty publications.
Editions of the prospectus were also published in English,
Dutch, and German, recorded in a total of 9 copies on OCLC,
which lists no copies at all of this French edition. A few small
stains on cover, backstrip a little chipped. Very rare.
Amsterdam, 1933.
$2,000.00
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